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Chapter I 

I N T R 0 0 U C T I 0 N 

1.0. Versatility of Language 

Expression of versatility is a common phenomenon of 

language. for instance, it should be expected that 

greetings and amenities in almost any language must be 

understood in terms of the situations in which 
, 
they 

are used, rather than in terms of translation. (The 

same is ultimately true, of course, of any word in 

any language, but in many cases translation gives a 

reasonably accurate picture). Greeting formalities 

range from simple exchanges comparable to English 

"Hou are you?", "fine." to ceremonies involving special 

postures including bouing, or standing aside motion-

less. It is unfortunately impossible to represent in 

writing the interminable exchanges, in Tangkhul Naga, 

of monosyll~bles like /yo?/ and /t~/, uith substantive 

words of greeting and question about each other's 

well-being substituted from time to time, all in an 

inaxorable metronomic rhyth~. A three/four-word ques~ 

tion has to be compressed into the same time as a 

single /yo?/. Sometimes I wonder uhen will well-meaning 

individuals, translators, and my little sisters ever 

stop asking me hou to say "Good morning", "Dear sir", 
r 



"Merry Christmas", or "Happy New Year" in Tangkhul 

Naga. (One Ameri~an missionary, looking for a title 

for his completed field-work, asked me how to say 

"Sex 11 in Tangkhul Naga, obviously thinking of all the 

connotations of the English ~ord; deadpan, I asked him 

to look up in the dictionary). 

But, what is done with many English expressions as 

described in dictionaries and grammars might be called 

"unde~ translation". Another example in Tangkhul Naga 

is you SMELL poverty. You do not, of course. In many 

languages, however, there is a single verb for per

cieving a sound or an odor; and in some languages 

such a verb includes also percieving a flavor or a 

tactile sensation, percieved by other than sight. 

Similarly, the Tangkhul Nagas do not talk about 

"drinking" a cigarette, but many languages have a 

single verb covering the range of 'drink' and 'suck on~ 

On the other hand, words may have more specific uses 

than we are accustomed to. In Tangkhul Naga, the verb 

/zaj corresponds to 'eat' if the object is /zat/ 'food' 

or almost any soft food. If the object, is anything 

chewy or crisp -- including meat, fowl, fruit, and 

fish (though good fish properly cooked in groundnut 

oil "melts in the mouth") -- the verb used is /say/. 
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Interestingly, the verb /za/ is used for eating 

banana. This sort of situation presents a more serious 

problem for the researcher; he has to learn to incor-

porate more in his vocabulary than he expected to. 

Again, /za/ or /say/ is indeed the general ~ord for 

1 eat', but with other objects it refers among other 

things to using up or wasting money, having sexual 

relationship, accepting a bribe, punishing, enduring 

suffering, and so on at considerable length. 

Even finer distinctions are often made, as one might 

expect, in technical vocabulary which the non-Tangkhul 

Naga learner may have much less occasion to use. for 

example, there are specific lexical units- EXPRESSIVES, 

if I am not mistaken-- for various colorings and 

markings; a single word /prikpru/, for instance, mean 

something like 'green with tiny black and white spots 

on round objects'. Or, take a simpler example by 

observing the following sentence: 

, .. ~ i-kuy 

my head 

~ur wur IJ~ni!)t~ l~y 

spinning is 

(My head is spinning wur wur) 

The present study is devoted to investigate into 

structures such as the above hard-to-define-or-translate 

underlined 'word' which appears to have some intriguing 

semantic ranges. 
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1 .1. Chapterization 

This work is divided into four chapters. In this chapter 

a short introductory remark about _~xpressives and echo 

formation in Tangkhul Naga and other languages is made. 

The following part discusses the definitional/literature 

review, the state of art/an overview, and a brief des-
1 

cription of Tangkhul Naga, and ~ethodology. Chapter 2 

deals with expressives -- focussing on phonolog{cal, 

morphological, syntactic and semantic features followed 

by a brief note on pragmatic aspect. Chapter 3 deals 

with echo formation (giving more attention to redupli

cation and semantic aspect). The fourth chapter high-

lights the reasons for the neglect of study on expres-

sives; drawing some generalizations and a concluding 

remark on issues in research on expressives and echo 

formation. 

1.2. Expressives 

Expressives, in spite of conctituting a sizable portion 

of Tangkhul Naga lexicon, represent a neglected set of 

'words' rarely integrated into linguistic descriptions. 

And though thay are abundantly entered in the dictiona

ry, they do recieve wrong treatment -- they are not 

treated as 'constituting a single structured category', 

and they are not given a more formally oriented analyses. 
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Of course, as Childs (1989) points out, 11 ••• ideophones 

are not unique or even ~ualitativsly.different from 

those possessed by other word categories. No feature i~ 

unique to ideophones, but they do function somewhat 

apart from the matrix language, possibly due to their 

greater reliance on universals and less reliance on 

language-specific conventions." 1 

In virtually every South Asian language.there is fairly 

large group of words now generally known as 'expressives'. 

Many of them have some kind of adjectival and adverbial 

uses, and so should be considered here. Unfortunately, 

when it comes to talking about expressives, for almost 

every speaker of Tangkhul Naga -- fncl~ding conspi

cuously myself -- puzzle-headedness begins to appear: 

we are rapidly reaching the level of our own incompe

tence. Everyone seems to recdgniz~ that some words are 

expressives, but no one finds it easy to define them 

with any precision. 

In this work I seek to bring Tangkhul Naga expressives 

into the mainstream of linguistic discussion -- docu-

msnting this clasa of words as well as incorporating 

them into linguistic descriptions and using them to 

1. Tucker G. Childs, 1989. African Ideophones. Mimeo. 
p. 1 • 
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test linguistic theory. But, unfortunately, ·as no 

research work has been carried out so far on Tangkhul 

Naga expressives, I have to rely much on the large= 

but-not-so-coherent literature of expressives in other 

languages. 

1.3. Definitional/Literature Review 

The term 'expr~ssives' as used in this work is inclu

sive of ideophones, onomatopoeic~, mimics, imitatives, 

and sound symbolism. Although many writers today use 

the term 'expressives' , there has been something of a 

naming frenzy in the past. In earlier works, especially 

on African and South Asian languages, expressives have 

also been given labels such as 'interjections', 'des-

criptive adverbs', 1 picture words', 'onomatopoeic 

adverbials', 'intensives', 'emphat ics', 'impressifs', 

and so on. Againl different scholars give different 

definitions of expressives. 

According to the list in Childs ( 1989: 1), the term 

'expressives' seems to have first coined by Duran ( 1961) 

in his analyses of Vietnamese. The term was later adop

tid and defined by Gerald Diffloth (1976) 2 and 

2. Gerald Diffloth, 1976. "Expressives in Semai" in 

Austro-Asiatic Studies, Pt.1. Edited by L.Thompson 

and S.Starosta. Honolulu: Univ. of Hawaii Press. 

pp. 249-64. 
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Murray 8. Emeneau ( 1978).3 The term 'ideophone' is wide-

ly used, howevery for the African phenomenon, as ·in 

Doke l1935) for.Bantu. 4 He seems to have first sugges-

ted the term; he defined, or at least described, an 

ideophone as a vivid representation of an idea of sound, 

a word, often onomatopoeic, which describes a predicate, 

qual if icat iva or adverb in respect to manner, color, 

smell, action, state or intensity. This seems to suggest 

that ideophones are a grammatical class of words, a 

type of adverbial, but no formal criterion is given for 

distinguishing them from other adverbs. In the Bantu 

languages with ~hich Doke was concerned, the invariable 

or inoeclinable nature of ideophones has often been 

noted, in contrast with adverbials like those formed 

with the locative class prefixes; but the languages in 

question, Welmers 5 argues, 'have at least a few other 

invariable words such as the term for 'today', which 

3. M.S. Emeneau, 1978. "Some Notes on Dravidian lnten

~d"es", in Collected Works of Emeneau. Ber!(eley: 

University of ~alifornia. 

4. Clement Doke, 19 35. Bantu Linguistic T ermino.!.Q.gy. 

London: Longmans. 

5. Wm.E. Welmers, 1973. African Language Structures. 

California: University of Cal1fornia Press. PP• 446-

77. 
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are also adverbials but which one wQuld hardly want 

to call ideophones.' 

In a category similar to D1mock (1957) 6 and Marchand 

l 1957)~ 'phonaesthemics' appears to play a rather minor 

role in Tangkhul Naga expressives, though it is attested. 

For instance, Tangkhul Naga /ph-/ is a phonaestheme asso

Clated with 'swiftness' in expressives like phutphut, 

phetphet, phauphau, etc., but lof course) not phiphi, 

phayphay, etc. (See discussion on 'sound symoolism• in 

chapter 2). 

It has also been noted for some languages that expres

sives are frequently phonologically anomalous. They 
\ 

may contain phonemes not found in other types of words, 

or unique sequences of phonemes, and they may be aber-

rant in respect to the rules of tone that apply to 

them. Paul Newman (1968) has aptly pointed out, however, 

that "It should be emphasized that the phonological 

distinctiveness of ideophones is a property of the set 

6. Edward C. Dimock, 1957. "Symbolic forms in Bengali", 

Bulletin of the Deccan College Research Institute, 

18:22-29. 

7. James W. Marchand, 1957. "The Proto-Germanic long 
Stops", General linguistics, vel. 29 pp. 51-69. 
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as a whole and not necessarily of each member of the 

t :n8 se • That is·, some words that one uould 1 ike to call 

ideophones may be phonologically normal, and a particu-

lar word cannot be identified as an ideophone on purely 

phonological grounds in all cases. Yet, Newman uould 

like to define ideophones in African languages general

ly on the basis of phonological and semantic criteria. 

For Hausa language he defines ideophones purely phone-

logically, but he was less successful for Tara. 

Courtenay (1969f applies a phonological definition also 

to Yoruba, in uhich several different phonotactic pat-

terns are peculiar to different sets of ideophones. If 

such a phono1ogiaa1 definition is possible for a parti-

cular language, it should be all means be used, it may 

uell be that phonological anomalies may be diagnostic 

for many or most languages, though of course the 

particular anomalies uill vary from language to lang-

uage. Semantic criteria would seem to be extremely 

difficult if .not impossible tG apply in any rigid 

8. Paul Newman, 1968. "ldeophones from a Syntactic 

Point of View", .Journal of West African Languages, 
5, p.107. 

9. Karen Courtenay, 1976. "Ideophones Defined as a 

Phonological Class: The Case of Yoruba", Studies in 

Afr-ican Linguistics, Supplement no. 6, pp. 1:(-.26. 
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fashion, although we may well have an intuitiv~ impres

sion that ideophon~s share some vaguely defined seman-

tic characteristics. 

Samarin (1965) , 10 on the other hand, maintains that 

ideophones must be defined on a language-specific basis, 

in terms of grammatical function. He clearly implies 

that ideophones constitute a morphological class, which 

may be true for some of the languages with which he has 

worked. This does not seem to be the case, however, for 

all languages. Courtenay (1969:138) explicitly says 

that Yoruba ideophones can be adverbs, adjectives, or 

nouns. 

fortune (1962), whose phonosemantic definition of 

ideophones in Shena does not seem as rigid as one would 

like, describes them as a'subcategory of verb in the 

1 1 language. 

Oiffloth (1976) , 12 for S~mai, considers ex~ressives as 

as a 'third basic word-class' of the same order of 

10. William J. Samariri, 1965. "Perspective on African 

Ideophones", African Studies, 24, pp. 117-21. 

11. Mentioned in Welmers, op.cit. 

12. Gerald Diffloth, op.cit. 

10 



magnitude as nouns and verbs. Describing the morpho-

logical, syntactic and semantic properties of Semai 

expressives, he proves that they are not even subject 

to the condition of 'lexical discreteness' and are 

indeed 'a totally different kind of ling~istic animal'. 

They are classified according to their various modes of 

perceptions they pertain to and, for him, they seem to 

be, 'extremely idiosyncratic describing a situation 

percieved as a ~hole, as an independent clause ~auld'. 

Emeneau {1978); 3 in his study of Kota onomatopoeics, 

opines that expressives can be identified by having 

syntax and morphology different from that of the major 

classes of the language. Abbi (1987) 14 rejects such 

position. for her, expressives 'are not necessarily 

having distinct morpho-syntactic properties than the 

other lexical items in the language. for example, 

verbal onomatopoeics and imitatives in Hindi and Tamil 

operate as a normal verb and take normal affixations 

allowed.' Emeneau, however, rightly puts that 'perhaps 

it would be more just to say that expressives denote 

13. M.B.Emeneau, 1978. op. cit. 

14. Anvita Abbi, 1987. Reduplicative Structures in 

South Asian Lang~ges: A Phenomenon of Linguistic 

~· J.N.U., New Delhi, UGC Report on Advanced 
Research Project. 
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varied types of sensation, the impingement of the 

material world, outsi~e or within the person, upon the 

senses -- not merely the five conventionally identified 

senses, but also the feelings both internal and exter

nal'. for Bloomfield15 and Hockett; 6 onomatopoeias can 

be judged simply in terms of sound and meaning. Such 

observation is quite understandable and in some cases 

perhaps valid, but subjective judgement is often heavi

invol~ed; phetphet may-- and is said to-- 'sound 

like' the crack of a whip to a speaker of Tangkhul 

Naga, but. it doesn't to one of my Korean friends, 

though he would readily accept lkrl:I: as genuinely 

imitative of the cock's crowing sound. 

Apte 17 classifies Marathi onomatopoeics into two types: 

those in which there is imitation of actual sound and/or 

actions; and those in which the sounds are associated 

with certain sensory feelings and states of being. for 

Tamil, Gnanasundaram 18 presents a collection of the 

15. Leonard Bloomfield, 1933 • .l:.s.n9.!::!!!ru!• Ne1.1 York: Holt, 

Rinehart and Winston. pp. 156-57. 

16. Charles f. Hockett, 1958. A Course in l'lodern L inguis

~· New York: The Macmillan Co- pp. 293-300. 

17. M.L. Apte, 1968. ~plication, Echo formation and 

Onomatopoeia in Marathi. Poena: Deccan College. 

18. V. Gnanasundaram, 1986. Onomatopoeia in Tamil. All 
India Tamil Linguists Association. 
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phonetically motivated or onomatopoeic ~ords classified 

on the basis of their formal and sema~tic functions. 

Though he does not attempt, he suggests that the onoma-

topoeic words can be studied from the historical point 

of view also which will cover the loss and acquisition 

of onomatopoeic value by the words. 

A~other important work is Childs (1989) for Arrican 

ideophones. He defines and discusses ideaphones through 

a combination of phonological, morphological, semantic, 

and pragmatic criteria. He asserts that it is "best to 

think of ideophones as a prototype category with a core 

of good members" -- suggesting "a prototype definition 

with less good members of the class on the periphery 

and a core: of 'best' ideophones at the center". for him, 

as one moves outward,members become less and less 'good' 

until leaving the ideophone category and joining another 

word class or even joining forms of non-linguistic 

expressiveness, such as gesture. He claims that that 

this definition can be used cross-linguistically and 

can be adapted to individual languages. 

Abbi 19 defines expressive 'as a unit morpheme as well as 

19. Anvita Abbi, 1990. Semantic Unity in Linguistic 

Diversity. Shimla: Indian Institute of Advanced 

Study. Monograph. 
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a unit word' which 'acquires the meaningful status only 

after· [a meaningless syllable] is repeated'. She des

cribes expressives from the point of view of reduplica

tion, and distinguishes them from other word classes: 

1 Expressives are a kind of MORPHOLOGICAL REDUPLICATION 

while other structures like gh~r gh~r 'house house' ••• 

where the syllable which undergoes reduplication is a 

complete word itself, is an example of LEXICAL REDUPLI

CATION'. According to her, the most significant aspect 

of Indian expressives is that they indicate five senses 

of perceptions, and, as mentioned earlier, they 'behave 

and function like any regular word and thus form a part 

of the lexicons of Indian languages'. She finds that 

South Asian 'expressives are not restricted to the per

ceptual words and manner of actions. There are many 

in various languages which lay bare a large number of 

feelings, situations, attributes, disorder, disturbance, 

confusion, untidiness, etc.' She claims that 'at least 

15 different expressives to represent disorderliness' 

is known to her. 

1.4. The State of Art: An Overview 

Judging from the literature on expressives, and from 

my own experience -- which is not intensive for any one 

language but includes a sketchy sampling in a good 

many-- I would suggest that for Tangkhul Naga, morpho-

14 



phonological,. syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic crite

ria may be found necessary for defining expressives. 

It has frequently been said that expressives are at 

least to some extent idiosyncratic, th~t is, that indi

vidual speakBrs may make up new expressives as they 

feel like it, with the effect of intensifying what has 

been said, and without any specific relationship between 

sound and meaning. Such reports seem to be wild exagge

rations, based on insufficient or insufficiently 

scientific observation, though it may seem plausible if 

one listens to an expert story teller drammatically 

punctuating his narrative with seemingly ad hoc phonolo

gically anomalous forms. With possible occasional 

exceptions, expressives in any language are, like other 

forms, part of the community-accepted lexicon of 

arbitrary associations between sound and meaning. 

In Tangkhul Naga, one type of form commonly included 

·in the category of expressivas is those which can 

take a prefix -- ta-. The study of ta- prefixation is 

too vast a subject. Many non-onomatopoeic expressives 

can take this p~efix, but the problem is that with or 

without prefixation they function as adjectives and 

adverbs. However, in most cases ta- seems to modify 

expressives functioning as adjectives and adverbs 

15 



ex p res s in g so me r e 1 at i o n o f ' s t at e ' a n d ' rna nne r ' • ( F o r 

detail s~e discussion in chapter 2). The following 

example, with intensive and continuative meanings, is 

typical: 

a yak yok z~t-li 

he Exp go-pres. 

'He·is going wearily' 

a t~~yot yak hai-ra 

he Exp be-perf.asp. 

'He is weary' 

The justifiability of classifying such forms as 

expressives may be called into question. Syntactically, 

they function as adverbs and predicative adjectives, 

and both their reduplicated and non-reduplicated usage 

(of course not with all such expressives) are unique. 

They are, to be sure, distinctive in some ways. Phono

logically, unlike other word classes, their tone is 

very flexible.·Morphologically, they are invariable and 

indeclinable lwith the exception of ta- prefixation). 

Semantically, they seem to denote some kind of intensive 

meaning, and their reduplication denotes the meaning of 

continuity. Is all this sufficient reason to put them 

in the special category of 'expressives' rather than 

calling them adjectives or adverbs? lf they are to 

16 



be called expressives, they would at least appear to 

be a defin2ble subtype. 

A discussion on semantic ranges, the definition of 

lexical entries, cannot in the nature of the case be 

systematic, and it may seem trivial to one with some 

sophistication about language. A few examples of unex

pected semantic ranges may, however, be instructive to 

two types of people those who are attempting to 

learn Tangkhul Naga after a minimum of technical train

ing and who are easily satisfied with a superficial 

explanation, and the new breed of advanced student who 

is emersed in the complexities of contemporary theore

tical linguistics but learns little about the realities 

of languages in their daily use. In short, a language 

has not been well studied until the nature of varied 

semantic r8nges and other aspects, if not an exhausti

ble list of all recordable collocations, has been noted. 

1.5. Echo formation 

The term 'echo formation' refers to a situation where 

th·e second part (called 'echo' hereafter) in a paired 

construction is an echo of the base word and does not 

have any meaning of its own. When attached to the 

meaningful base, the whole construction expresses an 

idea of 'generality', 1 plurality', 'concentration', etc. 
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Examining published works on echo formation 1n South 

Asi~n languages, we find that not ohly is there a 

similar1ty in the way in which echo words are formed 

across languages but there is also a concensus of 

attitudes towards the extensive use of echo construe-

tions and a widespread 'need' to use them. Echo con-

structions constitute .an important portion of Tangkhul 

Naga lexicon. Although there are only about 70 echo 

canst ructions very le~s in number when compared to 

expressives, and echo constructions in other languages--

they are extensively used both in formal .and informal 

speech and writing 

1.6. Definitional/Literature Review 

Echo words express varied ideas, the notions or meanings 

of things, quality, manner of action related to the one 

indicated by the real meaningful element. According to 

Emeneau20 the function of echo formation is to denote a 

specimen which the speaker does not care to identify 

from among a hypothesized collection of identical dis-

crete entities of infinite extension of a non-discrete 

handleable entity. Echo formation, for him, 'is evalua-

20. M.~. Emeneau, 1988. "Echo Words in Toda", New Indian 

.!l.!::!tiquary, vel. 1. pp. 10'/-117. 
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ted phonetically as a compound and that the second 

member of the compound, while it may be isolated as a 

separate word in certain circumstances, is entirely 

meaningless; if it should coincide with a real noun, 

this is accidental • • 

Bhaskararao21 and Selvam22 discuss the structure of 

Telugu echo words and generalized some semantJc aspect 

of them. Seivam points out that the base word and the 

echo always belong to the same syntactic class. This 

implies that their behavioral pattern is the same. He 

offers a set of rules governing their formations. 

t 23 t . th h f t. l th. . t . 1 Ap e s udles e ec a erma 1on in ,ara 1 1n ens1ve y 

at the semantic level. He discovers that echo formation 

gives an additional meaning of generality, generality 

without reference to anything specific, and thing, 

manner, quality or action rif similar nature as indicated 

by the stem. 

21. Peri tlhaskararao, 1977. Reduplication and Onomato

poeia in Telug,!;!• Poena: Deccan College. 

22. 5. Selvam, 1988. Expressives in T elug,!;!. M.~hi1. 

dissertation, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New 

Uelh i. 

23. JYJ.L. Apte. op. cit. 
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24 . ? . h Mahapatra, for Gta , defines echo words as those wh1c 

are phonologically derivable from their base words.- He 

ekemplifi~s a set of rules governing their structure. 

He finds that echo words are formed by changing only the 

vowels of the base which is a common Munda feature. (In 

Tangkhul Naga, as we will see later, it is found that 

echo words are formed by changing the phoneme(s) or the 

last syllable of the base word). 

for Abbi {1990)~ 5 echo formations, with specific types 

of meaning, is a typical South Asian linguistic feature 

which has originated due to language contact. Examining 

data of echo words in languages belonging to different 

families, she discusses their grammatical functions 

nominals, adjectivals, pronominals, verbals, and 

adverbials. She finds that 'echo word is formed by 

replacing the initial syllable of the word in question 

by another syllable keeping intact the canonical shape 

of the word. Most often it copies the initial vowel 

of the base word; hence Hindi sag vag .•vegetables, etc.' 

has -a- -which is copied in the echo word also'. 

24. K. ~iahapatra, 1978. "Echo-Formation in Gta?", 

A ust ro-A s iat ic 5t ud ies, Pt. ll, 0 ceanic Linguistics 

Special Publication No. 13, edited by N. Jenner, 

et al. Hawaii: university of Hawaii Press. 

25. Anvita Abbi. op. cit. 
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Another interesting point which Abbi (1992) 26 talks 

about is 1 semant 1c echoing' ar.d 'functional echo ing 1 

in which the demarcation between them 1 is not very 

clear cut. The language use and pragmatic factors help 

us in deciding which is what'. 

To sum up, the above discussion has demonstrated the 

availability of a detailed descriptive apparatus for 

expressives and echo formation. Apte (1968), Abbi (1987, 

1990, 1992), among others, treat echo construction as 

a form of reduplication. Expressives and echo formation 

possess a number of distinguishing characteristics, not 

all of which apply to all languages. Some linguists use 

the term 1 expressives' and 1 echo formation' interchange-

ably in the literature. This might have arisen from the 

fact that in common parlance these terms are not seen 

as distinct. As Emeneau l1969) points out, in South 

Asian languages both expressives and echo formations 

are areal features and both may be seen as 'structural 

traits of the lndian linguistic area'. They are, 

however, different from each other (and I will discuss 

them as two separate phenomena). 

26. Anvita Abbi, 1992. Reduplication in South Asian 

Languaqes: An Areal,_lypological and Historical 

Study. New Delhi: Allied Publishers. p. 20 ff. 



1.7. Tangkhul Naga 

The T angkhul ,. phonemically /tarykhul/, belongs to the 

Naga sub-group of the Tibeto-Burman family. It is spoken 

by the Tangkhul Naga numbering about 1,5o,ooo.= The 

Tangkhul Nagas are spread over the whole Ukhrul District 

of_Manipur -- a hilly te~rain spreading over 1823 sq. 

miles. A large number of the speakers of this language 

is scattered outside Ukhrul District. 

There are 219 Tangkhul Naga villages in Ukhrul District, 

excluding 6 Kuki villages. The district is boundes in 

the north by the Mao hills of Manipur and Nagaland (in-

habited by the speakers of Nao, Maram, Paumei, Angami, 

Chakhashang, and Konyak); in the south by the Sadar 

Hills and Imphal Valley (inhabited by the speakers of 

Thangal, fVIakeng, Kuki, Anal, Maring, Kom, Paite, and 

Meitei); in the east by the Kabo Valley of Burma ( inha

bited by the speakers of Kachin, Somrah-Tangkhul-Naga, 

Burmese Kuki, etc.); and in the west by the Tengnoupal 

hills (inhabited by the speakers of Rongmei, etc.). 

The language spoken by the Tangkhul Nagas is simply 

= "Census of India, 1991; Provisional Population Totals" 
shows that the population of Tangkhul Naga in Ukhrul 

District is 109,952. 
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known by their ethnic name 'Tangkhul Naga'. It 

consists of many dialects -- each village has its own 

dialect named after the village. The intelligibility 

among the village dialects varies according to the 

distance bet~een them. farther the village, the more 

is the unintelligibility. The so-called 'Standard 

Tangkhul Naga' came into existence only at the close 

of the 19th century. Its lexicon is.comprised of the 

various vill~ge dialects in which the Ukhrul dialect 

occupies the largest portion. Standard Tangkhui Naga 

is very much receptive of any 'new' word found in the 
• 

various sub-dialects; and as a result, its lexicon is 

enlarging rapidly. 

Although the concentration of the Tangkhul Naga in 

the entire Ukhrul district was more, each village was 

on war -- "Head hunting" -- with the other. Constant 

attacks from the neighboring villages made their life 

uncertain and led them to seclusion. This seclusion, I 

think, is one of the main reasons for the gradual 

development of the village dialects. Their concious 

efforts for using and inventing secret codes due to 

fear of war with other villages added to the diversity, 

in due course, between the village dialects. 

The study of the Tangkhul Naga language was initiated 
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by Rev. Fr. N. Brown in 1837 with the publication of 

three short vocabularies in North Tangkhul, Central 

Tangkhul. and South Tangkhul. later 7 in 1918, Rev. Fr. 

w. William Pettigrew brought about the "Tangkhul Naga 

Grammar and Dictionary". Though these pioneering works 

are of much value, they are not linguistically sophis

ticated. 

Many Tangkhul Naga scholars are now engaged in the 

development of the language. The Tangkhul Naga litera

ture Committee is presently engaged, among other things, 

in revising and enlarging dictionaries and grammars -

attempting to give, I learn, great attention to 'expres

sives'. This can be viewed as an encouraging gesture. 

The data used in this work is collected from the 

contemporary forms of usage of Tangkhul Naga which is 

reflected in the literary works and formal and informal 

speeches and writings. In Tangkhul Naga, expressives 

and echo constructions are extensively employed in 

everyday usage including literary works such as the 

8 ible, Hymnals, and High School texts, often giving 

ambiguous or vague meanings stimulating the reader to 

respond with ideas, associations, and feelings out of 

his or her own experience and background • 
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Phonemic inventory of Tangkhul Naga 

Consonants: p t c k ? 

ph th kh 
v 
c 

f 
v 

h s s 

v z 

rrf IIJ n T) 

1 

r 

., IJ y 

Vouels: i 
.. u u u 

I 

e 0 

a 
:J 

a 

Suprasegmentals: = Length 

~ =Nasalization 

Tones: Mid = Not iiiaA:"ked 

High = / 

Lou = '\ 
R is ing-faLdng = A 
Falling-rising = v 

High rising = ) 
Rising-level = r 

Falling-level = \__ 
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N 
0'1 

Place of Tangkhul Naga in T ibeto-Burman 

T IBETO-BURMAN 

I I I I I I I -
TIBETAN HIMALAYAN NORTH ASSAMESE BODO NAGA KUKI-CHIN KACHIN BURMESE-LOLO 

I I 

TANGKHUL ME IT E I 
MAO PA ITE 

PAUMEI L USHA I 
ANGAMI DHAOOU 

AO . . . . . . 
CHAKHASHANG 

KONYAK 
LOTHA 

SEMA 
. . . . . . 

Adapted from Konow (1909). 



1.8. Methodology 

This work employ~ L1 approach or mentalist approach 

and inductive methodology -- accounting for the native 

speaker-hearer's competence. Most of the data come 

from my own intuition (since the language under discus

sion is my mother tongue). However, I had to cross-check 

the data with friends, scholars, and in the dictionary 

to get more information about the connotative and 

denotative meanings and usage of the·d~ta. Much data 

were collected from informants (through questionnaires 

and observation) and dictionaries and other literary 

works. And, for a more exhaustive analysis of both 

expressives and echo formations, I have entered some 

data found in some of the various inter-village dialects. 

I have the liberty to do this since, as mentioned, there 

are many inter-village/sub-dialect variants which the 

standardized Tangkhul Naga is very much receptive of, 

and also because they would be easily learned or 

comprehensible to all the speakers of the language. 
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Chapter 2 

E X P R E 5 5 I V E S 

2.0. Do expressives constitute a separate uord class? 

Now, Q very controversial question is whether or not 

expressives actually form a separate word category or 

a part with other categories such as adjectiv_es, and 

adverbs. In. some languages they do not. ln Tangkhul 

Naga expressives do have syntactic and other features 

of their own. Many of them can be located in some 

already established classes, that is, no separate class 

is needed. Tangkhul Naga expressives function as adjec

tives and adverbs, and in some cases as nouns. I will, 

therefore, flatly reject the position that completely 

denies them linguistic status. 

Now, if we can separate expressives as a word class, 

the next question is "What conditions define these 

words as a class?" No doubt, the criteria partake of 

the phonological, morphological and semantic peculia

rities these words exhibit; but syntactic and prag

matic criteria will work as well. Occgsionally, expres

sives violate these conditions in Tangkhul Naga as 

might be in some other languages too. But these viola

tions do not vitiate the generalization achieved on 

a broad consideration. 



The following discussion take the approach ranging 

fro~ a focus on phonological features to a focus on 

pragmatic and aesthetic consideration. 

2.1. Morpho-phonological 

Linguists note the peculiar phonological features of 

expressives in various languages. Interestingly, and 

in contrast with some languages, what is unique about 

Tangkhu1 Naga expressive~ is their tonal featurei --

tone is very flexible with most of the expressives as 

it is nouhere else in the language. (We have to remem-

that Tangkhul Naga is a tone language in the strictest 

sense) • In other words, tone is phonemic in Tangkhul 

Naga, for example, what might seem to some sp~akers of 

other languages to be a single lexical item k~pha is 

is in fact three different words, depending on the 
I· 

associated tone: 
\ 
k~pha 

\ / 
k~pha 

\.\ 
k~pha 

" 

'search' 

1 good' 

'pluck 1 

Here, I would like to quote the passage: " ••• a 

tone in a linguistic system will be realized in such 

a way that it contrasts with other tones in the sys

tem while varying according to context. In the case 

of English, tones are part of what is usually called 
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8 ut it may not be the case with expressives displaying 

varied tones·. for example: 

( 1) 
( / 

phlk phik 

( 2) 
/ 

phik phik 

( 3) phik phik 

(4) ' phik phik 

( 5) " / 
phik phik 

all mean the same thing, that is, they all refer to 

a single item of expressive meaning: 

'momentary flare, flash; glaring of mirror, 

glass, water, etc. that glistens in the sun; 

twinkling, as stars; feel or become quite 

fresh, as after a shower or when cold water 

is sprinkled while feeling sleepy; witty, 

physically and mentally quick and resource

ful' 

.In the above example, although (2) is the more accep-

table one when uttered in isolation, that is, without 

any affixation, almost all the expressives have the 

liberty of tonal fluctuation. However, the expectation 

intonation· ••• but in many languages tones are more 

directly associated with syllables or lexical items." 
in John Clark and Colin Yallop (1990), An Introduction 

to Phonetics and Phonology, Dxford:Basil Blackwell. 

p.286. 
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is that not all expressives have this featur~. For 

instance, the following expressives have a fixed initi-. 

al low tone followed by mid tone: 

\ rum rum 'hard to break, or cheu, as some nuts 

or dried fruits' 

\ 
r~y ruy 'starchy and soft, as cooked yam, etc.' 

\ 
~ur ~ur 'murmuring sound' 

rik rik 'touching sensation of lice, etc. 

crawling on the body' 

Likeuise, some ex~ressives have fixed high toned-ini-

tial syllable folloued by mid-toned second or final 

syllable: 

/ so so 'raining non-stop moderately' 
/ 

ya~ ya9 'feeling of intense loud sound, usually 

unbearable to the ears' 
/ 

hur hur 'smell nice or be fragrant, as perfume' 

from these examples, and examining other expressives, 

I do not see that any tonHl rules can be generalized. 

It is, therefore, best to simply think of them as 

accidental. 

2.1.1. Structure 

Tangkhul Naga expressives have a structure of tuo sylla-

bles. Monosyllabic ~nd trisyllabic, or polysyllabic 
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expressives are very less in number, and most of the 

polysyllabic e~pressives.are 'compound' ones formed 

from two or three distinct expressives. Most of the 

expressives begin with a consonant. Out of 342 expres

sives (known to me), 33 begin with semi-vowels, 31 

with vowels. 

2.1.1.1. Expressives beginning with vowels 

Expressives with initial vowel occur in the following 

varied shapes: 

V(:) 

vc 

\ 
£ 

v 

'expression of believing what is said 

is absolutely true' 

'sudden and very brief crying sound 

when one is in pain' 
,.... 
ay 'expression of disgust for something 

offensive to sight' 
\._ 

VVC oE? 'belching or vomitting sound; expres-

V.IJ-C 

V.IJ-VC 

sion of utter dislike; swine's crying 

sound' 

V..,. I ays expression of mocking in a jesting 

manner, disbelieve, declining, or 

saying "No 11
' 

aja1 'expression of pretentious surprise, 

especially used while jesting, or 

insulting one another for fun' 
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/ / 
ayyo 'expression of self-pity, regret, or uon-

derment' 

' / vcv~c apayc 'expression of inspi~ing pity for some 

minor mistakes or urong-doing' 

v~vvcvc ' / ayauv(? 'expression of anger uhen someone 

vvcv~cv 

vcvc / 

much inferior in age, strength, or status 

disobey or start creating troubles' 

/ / 
a~huyro 'expression of bereaving or ~amenting' 

imim 'to be very tasty, as sueets, chutni, etc., 

especially uhen consumed in little quan

tity; so temptingly sueet-spoken that one 

finds to resist or refuse' 

Thus, ue see that expressives uith initial vouel 

occur in varied shapes. The list seems to be rather 

exaggerating, and the same thing happens in vouel 

length also. Lengthening is also more susceptible to 

individual manipulation; and some expressives allou 

extra-long vouel. 

2.1.1.2. £xpressives beginning uith semi-vouels 

There are 33 expressives beginning uith semi-vouels. 

They are found in the follouing nine shapes. 

~v 
I ,__ 

ye: 'buzzing sound of mosquito, bee, or fly' 

v 
uo: 'expression of calling someone folloued by 

the name or address' 
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JrfVV 
1\ 

yiu 'sound made by bullet, stone, or a blo~ of 

fist moving in high speed and passing over

head or nearly hitting' 

\ 
~au 'produce a lot of saliva, as ~hila che~ing 

tobaccoed 'pan' fo~ the first time, or 

~hila feeling nausea' 

\ 
- JrJV.JrJV y~y~ ·~alk uithout any purpose, or uninvitedly' 

-\IVC 

I I 
~uy~uy ·~alk ~averingly' 

'sudden emotional disturbance after finding 

something missing; feel very sorry for one's 

o~n mistakes 1 

' yut 1 knock straight into anything -- no cant rol 

or obstacle in the ~ay' 

~vc4vc ~ak~ak ·~alk with long strides' 

.JrJV-\1-VC 

.IJ-CVC.IJ.CVC 

yuryur 'go in batches at a time' 

yay a? 'an interjective utterance used to 

express fear, disgust, etc.' 

'\ I 
ya~y~y •to ~addle' 

\. ' yheryhar 'flow down smoothly, as water from --- __, 
a tape or pipe' 

Thus, ~e see a number of phonological shap~s displayed 

by expressives with initial semi-vowels. 
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2.1.1.3. Non-reduplicated expressives with initial 

c·onsonants. 

Out of 342 expressives known so far, 278 begin with 

consonant (31 with vowels and 33 with semi-vowels). 

That is, about 80% of the expressives have initial 

consonants. further classification shows that out of 

278 expressives with initial consonant, 48 are non-

reduplicated and the rest are reduplicated either 

partially or completely. The following are the various 

shapes with initial consonant displayed by non-redupli-

cated expressives. 

( i) Expressives having cv (:) shap_!!: 

/ 
phi: '.Leaking air or water with hissing noise, 

as from a tube' 

v 
'bubies' 1)8! crying sound' 

/ 
ku 'Expression used in hide-and-seek game 

signalling "Go"' 

lii) Expressives having CVV(:) shap~: 

/\ 
fiu 'whistling sound' 

A 
viu 'sound made by a thin cane, or stick when 

waved or thrown in the air at high speed' 
r 
c~o: 'yelling sound used in hunting encouraging 

fellow hunters and dogs' 
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(iii) ·Expressives ~hich have eeve shape: 

/ 
thrak 

" 
kru9 

prEt 

\ 
- prot 

khr~k 

'noise made in clearing off phlegm' 

'roaring sound of a lion or a tiger' 

'close a door quickly with a loud thud' 

1 mid-pitched fart ing sound' 

1 lo~-pitched farting sound' 

'noise of breathing-~ith difficulty, 

especially by a sick and dying person' 

( iv) Expressives of the shape eve 

Expressives of eve shape occupy the largest portion in 

the non-reduplicated type. Out of 48 non-reduplicated 

expressives with initial consonant 16 have eve shape. 

Some of them are illustrated as under. 

/ 
ti9 'ringing soung of 'smaller' bells; extremely 

dark; very timid or foolish; uncivilized' 

/ 
phek 'slap hard on the face; the sound made in 

doing so' 

phu? 'the act or sound of blowing wind with the 

mouth 1 

1\ 
9a? 'buffaloes' crying sound, especially when 

they are about to fight' 
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/ 
rot 'give a hard and swift throw or kick, as in 

fighting (usually causing injury); g~t hurt 

in doing something with over exertion; rebuke 

or scold so harshly that the one who is scold

ed or rebuked becomes like a dumb' 

v/ 
cam 'unexpected sudden uneasy feeling or wondering 

sut 

v /., 
sus 

h~? 

in finding someone or something missing or 

absent' 

1 express ion used in chasing aiJay dogs, or cows'. 

. 'expression used in chasing away domestic fowls' 

'expression of jesting used when someone 

suddenly appears smartly with new clothes, or 

when a woman's physical shape (especially 

thighs) is seen through IJhen she stands, 

wearing thin and transparent cloth, at a place 

IJith light or sunlight on her backside' 

List of shapes goes on, and there are some more which 

non-reduplicated expressives have. Expressives of the 

following shapes are very less in number -- most of 

them have just one or two item(s). 

{ v) CVJJ-

CJJ.V 

r 
Pthuy 

1\ 
!JUU: 

'expression of utter hate, or cursing, 

usually made with the gesture of spit

ting' 

'dogs' crying sound when they are 

scared or hesitant to attack an animal 

which would be dangerous to them' 
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( vi i ) c.;; v v 
r 

kyau 'crying sound of chicks when they are 

scared or in search of their 'mother' 

\ 
(viii) c.;;vc kw£? 'croacking sound of frogs' 

( ix) CV.Y.C 

( x) cvvc 

( Xi) cvccv 

( xi i) cvcvv 

( xlii) CVCV:Y. 

( x iv) cvccvc 

(XV) ccvcvc 

\ 
swE? 'expression of dislike for foul 

/ 
s~ys 

/ 
fayth 

\_ 

smell, dirty jokes, etc.' 

'expression of disbelieve, or dis

agreement ·uttered in a mocking man

ner' 

'expression of discarding or abusing 

with hatred or anger; saying "What 

the hell•' 

thoak 'sound made in spitting out phlegm 

after clearing throat' 

..,\ . 
camr1 'to be bright as moonlit sky or well-

lit room; looking bright and happy' 

\ \ 
h~mb£: ' crying sound of a COW or a calf' 

/\ 
hurou 'crying sound of a kind of black 

monkey' 

' \ 
t~ray 'shout, weep, jump, search, or run 

at the top of one's lungs or 

strength' 

\ / 
1 chirping of colorful-Ce!JkOk sound of a kind 

winged cicada' 

\ 
t ra r ik 'to be bright as a beam of light 

seen through holes, as on the roof' 
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From the above illustration, we have seen an exaggerated 

number of shapes displayed by non-reduplicated ex- . 

preisives. As we will see soon, reduplicated expressives 

too have varied shapes. 

2.1.1.4. Reduplicated expressives 

To avoid repetition, expressives which can be redupli-

-~ ~ated once (completely reduplicatable ones) will be 

discussed later in the section on Semantics (in which 

the difference between reduplicated and non-reduplicates 

expressives will be discussed). Here, only the three 

types -- partially reduplicated, completely reduplicated, 

and compounds -- will be discussed. 

2.1.1.4.1. Partially reduplicated expressives 

Partially reduplicated expressives are very less in 

number. Out of more than 250 reduplicated expressives 

only 9 fall under this category. Partial reduplication 

undergoes a process in which a vowel or a consonant/ 

semi-vowel or both are changed, deleted or added in the 

reduplicated part. The following are the different 

shapes of partially reduplicated expressives. 
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(i) e VC C VC shape-- change in the initial consonant: 
X y 

s ----~ r 

' '\. sum rum 'growing of plants very thickly so that 

it is hard to pass through' 

{ii) eve v eve v --change in the penultimate conso-x . y 

nant: 

s ----~ r 
/ / 

QEs£ ~Er£ 'talk jabberingly (especially by chil-

dren)' 

(iii) vev vev --change in the final vowel: 
X y 

i -----) a 

' ~' aml am~ 'Becoming useless, unclear, or forgotten 

of some very important persons, things, 
or promise after a long time' 

(iv) cv~ev ~ cv~cv --change in the final phonemes: 
X y 

ey ----~ a 

/ 
huyr~y huyra 'groan or moan in unbearable pain with 

continuous restless movement' 

(v) evc0 eve 1 --addition of a final consonant: 

I" -----) ? 
/ /_ 

ya ya? 'expression of fear for someone doing 
/ 

shilly mistakes' 
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(vi) CVCV (:) CV CVCV (:) CV -- change in the mad ial 
. . X y 

vowel: 

o ----::, a 
/ \ 

ho?o:ho ho?a:ho 'expression used in quieting babies 

or putting them to sleep' 

( vii) .!J.V C .!J.VJJ. change in the final phonemes: 

a'] ----~ ~y 

'\ / 
ya~ y~y 'to uaddle like a child' 

Tonal rules. from the above seven examples, it is obvi-

ous that tones alternate in partially reduplicated 

expressives. As enough data is not available, ue face 

difficulty in generalizing tonal rules. However, by 

examining the above seven expressives, ue can roughly 

formulate the following tonal rules. 

Rule 1. 
reduplicand reduplicator 

figh} [High} 
Mid . -----~ i Mid 

Lo&.J ' llow [back vowel] 

Rule 2. 

reduplicand redupl icat or 

righJ righJ 
Mid ----~ Mid [-back vowel] 
Lou 
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Rule 1 shows that tone of a syllable with back vouel 

becomes either high, mid or low, uhereas Rule. 2 shows 

that the tone of a syllable in the reduplicator is either 

high or mid (and never low) if it has a front or central 

vowel. The obvious generalization is that tones alter-. 

nate in partial reduplications; (i) is exception. 

2·~1.1.4.2. Completely reduplicated expressives 

There are 138 completely reduplicated expressives, 

excluding 113'reduplicatable'=expressives, in Tnagkhul, 

Naga. They are found in the folloYing varied shapes. 

( i) Expressives of Jri.V.IJ.V shape: 

/ 
y~y~ 

yo yo 

'going without any purpose, or uninvitedly' 

'soft, smooth talking in a winning voice or 

manner' 

( i i) Expressive having VCVC shape: 

/ 
.. akak 'feeling of intermitent headache occuring 

rhythmically with pulse-beat' 

=By 'reduplicatable' 1 mean those expressives uhich can 

exist both in reduplicated and non-reduplicated forms. 
Reduplication gives only the additional meaning of 

repetition, plurarity, intensity, etc. (See discussion 

on Semantics). 
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/ 
(t£t 'pasty as wetted pot-clay, or flour; the 

sound made in walking on muddy surface or 

while mixing clay or paste; jabbering' 

\ 
ekek 'keep on slaughtering animals and consuming 

/ 
imim 

/ 
opop 

ravishly; frequenting dying of important 

persons' 

'very tasty as sweets, chutni, etc.,-espe

cially Yhen consumed in little quantity; so 

temptingly sweet-spoken that one finds 

difficult to refuse or resist' 

'to be weary or done up; becoming strength

less after a long fight making easy' for 

the opponent, as in boxing, etc.• 

(iii) Expressives of evev shape: 

Next to eve pattern, ev is the most common pattern of 

completely reduplicated expressives. 

' riri 

/ 
sa sa 

/ / 
~ . v 4 

ClCl 

'tremble in fear; blowing of wind gently; 

numbness due to weak health; feeling of 

relieving pain while getting massage' 

'Flowing of rheum or saliva in large 

quantity or frequently; easily breakable 

as old or decayea thread cr ropes' 

'shrieking noise of rats or mice' 
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/ 
l.'ara 

/ 
kuku 

/ 
pa:pa: 

ithe state of rice which is undercooked or 

cooked so well that the grains do not get 

attached to one another' 

'become extremely tired that an animal or 

a person cannot run away or try to run 

away anymore; harmless or well-tamed' 

'act in a mad fashion; to be daft; so 

tasteless that one feels (while eating) as 

if chewing decayed wood, especially due to· 

complete loss of appet ita' 

l iv) Expressives of ~VC~VC shape: 

/ 
yokyok 'lacking in firmness and consequently 

drooping; become limp and useless as 

limbs; supple as a cane' 

wutwut 1 go into one place after the other, as 

when one is 'on the run' 1 

/ 
yinyin 

\ 
yupyup 

'slight shaking of shrubs or grass, etc. 

especially caused by an animal which is 

not in sight' 

'become darker and darker very fast as 

after sunset or with burning-out lamps' 

( v) Expressives having CVJJ.CVJJ. shap~: 

\. 
suysuy 'shedding of a lot of tears for a long 

/ 
s~ysdy 

time, especially in bereavement' 

'speak with anger in a revengeful manner 

and without caring for co~trol or 

interrupt ion' 
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saysay 'engaged or experienced in a variety of 

works or arts 1 

/ 
naynay ·~ell nigh, tiptoe of expectation' 

(vi) Expressives of CVVCVV shape: 

/ 
heoheo 'noise made by phlegm-filled throat in 

/ 
ceo ceo 

/ 

breathing (as of athsma patients); fre

quenting loose motion due to diarhhea; 

noise made by little quantity of ~ater 

boiling over great heat' 

'noisy state or sound made by a large 

number of children, rats, or birds' 

kaukau 'the way an insect crawls (spiders, ants, 

etc.); walk crawling liked a legged insect 

(especially up~ard or uphill); 

(vii) Expressives having the shape CCVC CCVC 
y -....J 

/ 
trentren 'repeated sound or discharging of thun-

derbolts; sound made by heavy hailstones 
falling on the roof made of corrugated 

iron' 

phr~pphrdp 'the act or sound of bird's fluttering' 

cre~cre~ 'the act or sound of strumming guitar' 

The above examples indicate that trill /r/ is the only 

sound to occupy the second member position of initial 

consonant clusters found in expressives. 
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(viii) Expressives having eve shape: 

eve is the most common pattern of not only non-reduplica-

ted and pertially reduplicated expressives but also of 

completely reduplicated expressives.The following are 

expressives of this type with different initial conso-

nant. 

haphap 

v/ v cup cup 

tdrtdr 

/ 

•walk here and there carelessly, usually 

said of persons with distasteful behavior' 

•noise ~ade by crispy things when they are 

chewed or squeezed; do something in a 

rough and ready manner' 

'the state or noise of boiling water or 

cooking something producing bubbles' 

1 recite or speak very fast wi.t ho ut fal

tering;to be easy in breaking or cutting 

with one stroke, as thread, ropes, etc.' 

'itchy feeling due to skin allergy caused 

in contact with worms, fliea or maggots' 

thu~thu9 'the sound or act of heavy fist fighting; 
produce_ a lot of dust while shocking 

dirty clothes or when children are play

ing on dusty ground; to stand up abruptly 
and walk away without looking back;going 

or doing without care and laborously 1 
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/ / 
zakzak 

/ 
zepzep 

vat vat-

reiJreiJ 

namnam 

/ 

'say or do something reiteratively, or 
exactly as desired; work in a perfect 

manner that no co~plaint can be made; 

fragile as glass~ares or chinawares' 

'hard to go through, as on a rough,ruggad 

and stony path' 

'the sound of boiling ~hen the. article is 

overboiled; soft and sticky as overboiled 

rice; wet; muddy and slippery; · frequen
ting loose motion' 

1 go willingly with light movement' 

'clattering or rattling sound' 

'go or do in a rush manner' 

pharphdr ;difficulty, as in writing or strumming 

/ / 
" • v • 
s~ps~p 

guitar owing to being out of practice for 

a long time' 

'look soft and fully filled or large in 

number but find very hard and much less 

in number or quantity when 

used' 

handled or 

'chirping sound of a kind of grey-colored 

cicada' 

1 hard to shake or move, firmly rooted or 
nailed; reliable; straight as a die; go 
in a direct manner without stopping or 

looking about or around' 
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x) e VC C VC 
X X X X I c eve e eve 

X X X X 
Exp rass iv es with 

entical initial and final consonant: 

/ I 
t itt it 

tot tot 

/ I 
rorror 

/ 
nennen 

pop pop 

/ / 

'to be very tight like a gunny bag due 

to over-stuffing, or a garment to be very 

tight when put on' 

-· 1 in a hurry, hasty manner; rushing' 

1 do some~hing one after another repeating 

the same act ion' 

'feeling refreshingly cold, as water,air 

or body; to be cold in manner or approach' 

'big fire burning producing a lot of noise, 

flames and consuming fuel wood very fastly 1 

'sound of hitting hard at, or falling of, 

soft and heavy objects ( as body,or fruits)' 

krukkruk 'hen's crying sound signalling danger,or 

to come for food, to its chicken; expre

ssion uttered in signalling the fowls to 

come for food' 

propprop 1 sound of effervescence' 

Expressives having VVV VVV shape: 

/ 
wauwau 1 to be rough and dry as when scurf is 

formed on the skin and coming off in gre
yish scale; produce a lot of saliva, as 

while chewing 'pan' for the first time 

or when feeling nausea' 
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/ 
yauyau 'moving of many people here and there 

noisily, boisterously' 

(xi) Expressives havimg ~V~~V~ shape: 

\ 
way~o~ay 

/ / 
yuyyuy 

'che~o~ing something satisfactorily dis

playing a-lot of mouth movement' 

'walk waveringly' 

'~o~alk with the upper part of the body 

swinging back and forth' 

( xii) Expressives of 41CVC~CVC shape: 

' \ yheryher 'flowing down smoothly, as water from 

a tape or pipe' 

_,xiii) Expressives of CVCVCCVCVC shape: 

maronmaron 'by degree, series, or rotation; one 

over or after another' 

Thus, we have seen a number of shapes that Tangkhul 

Naga expressives displays. Some shapes are very common 

and some have just one or two items. For (xii) and (xiii) 

above only one each of item are available. We have 

also seen that all the sounds -- vowels, consonants 

and semi-vowels ara found occupying the initial phoneme 

of an expressive. 
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2.1.2. Interface between Expressive Phonology and 

Morphology 

It is mentioned earlier that tone is very flexible with 

Tangkhul Naga expressives.There are,however,some essen-

t ial phonetic or nonphonet ic factors that may govern the 

applica~ion of a rule and thtis .play a significant role in 

forming the phonolo~ical structure of expressives.Not 

much is known about the specific role that these fac_-

t o r s p 1 a y in ' express i v e ph o:n o 1 o g y ' • A s a res u 1 t , t h e f o 1 -

lowing discussion will be more discursive,reflecting our 

tentative understanding of these matters. 

2.1.2.1. Compound Expressives and Tone Sandhi 

There are 10 ~ompound expressives in Tangkhul Naga. They 

are formed of two or three distinct expressives. In the 

process of compounding, express ives are ass i.gned fixed 

tone. This results, in almost all the cases, tonal change 

--losing their 'original' to~e in isolation. The proce

dure of tonal description is clearly laborious, since 

~one must identify suitable frames to begin with and then 

run extensive lists of items through them, b~t it offers 

• a principled way of basing a tonal description on reason-

abl~ solid evidence." 27 It is not surprising that tones 

27. Hahn Clark and Colin Yallop. op.cit. p. 290. 
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interact not only IJith each other but also 1.1ith their 

segmental context. In Tangkhul -Naga {as in many other 

languages), there ara quite specific assimilatory pro-

cesses, uhereby a high tone is realised as a high rising 

between a high and a mid, or a mid tone becomes high or 

lo1.1, or a high tone becomes mid or lou, and so on. In 

fact the literature on tone languages suggests that inter-

act ions among tones are typical rather than un--usual, and 

we can devote major at tent ion to what is called 'lone 

Sandhi'. Unfortunately, in Tangkhul Naga tone sandhi is 

sensitive mainly to trisyllabic compound expressives, 

and 1!- prefixed expressives. (It seems that tone sandhi 

is not very sensitive to other word classes or word 

structure: I cannot think of, or find, any uord to uhich 

sandhi rules apply). 

Nou, let us examine the following compound expressives 

and see how the· sandhi rule changes the tonal quality 

of the uo rd. 

( 1) 
/ / 

yupyup + y~py~p + s~psap --~ yup-y~p- s~p 

( 2) ' \ / 
nut nut + n~kn~k + s~ks~k ---t nuk~n~k-s~k Mid 

/ / / 
( 3) pit pit + patpat + s~t s~J; -~· pit-p~t-s~t toned 

*(4) phomphamsi 'fully stained uith blood, etc. 

( 5) 
/ ' / 

ph ikph ik + rikrik + phi:kphi:k -~ phik-rik-phi:k 

(for glosses of ( 1), (2), (3), \5), see P•60 ff) 

* Not expressive. 
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/ 
rumprirum 'a wind instrument made of clay; the 

/ 
=(7) Ikrl:I: 

sound made in playing this instrument' 

'cock' s crowing sound' 

In (1), (2) and (3) above, all the compounded expres

sives have mid toned syllables. (5) seems to be an 

except ion -- with high toned middle or s.econd syllable. 

However, its- tonal rule can be predicted by comparing 

with the two non-compound onomatopoeias -~ _ ( 6) and ( 7). 

(4) is not an expressive but an adjective, added merely 

for its tonal similarity with the preceding three exam-

pl es. 

Rule 1. (t'or (1), (2), (3), (4)) 

fc) [v] !cJ1v] [vJ{cJ # 
Tone --~Mid/ l1f] - cy It~- cy; c_ ~ 

. X X Y 

Rule 2. (For (5), (6), ~ 7)) 

Tone 
(u J 

--~ High/( C) V(:) CC( C)_ CV(:) C 

[high] [high] 

In (2) above, the dental /t/ becomes velar /k/ in the 

compounded structure. This might be because trisyllabic 

=o nomatopoeias. 
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compound expressive tends to have identical final 

consonants in all the three syllables~ ln other words, 

final consonant of the third constituent is copied in 

the compounded form. 

Tonal change occurs not only in trisyllabic compound 

expressives but also in bisyllabic compound compound 

expressive. Unluckily, the following is the only. one 

example of bisyllablc compounded form. 

/ ~ ' 
ya9 + YiQ -------------~ ya~-yi~ 

~~~ 
'sudden inten- 'emotional dis- 'the state of having a 

se and short

spanned emoti

onal feeling 

as happiness 

or sadness' 

turbance caused relieving sigh; frag1le, 

by the sight of touchy, moving {emotio

some extremely nally); orchids' 

beatiFul or ve-

ry bad colors 

or looks' 

The high-toned ya9 becomes low-toned and low-toned 

yi~ becomes mid-toned when compounded. Rule for ya~ 

cannot be generalized as the first syllable in any 

bisyllablc expressive can be assigned either high, mid 

or low tone. Though not very convincing, for yi9 (losing 

its original low tone and becoming mid-toned) the most 

common rule, somewhat similar to tnat of Rule 2 in page 

52, is applied. That is: 

The tone of the second syllable with high 
vowel is high (mid in some cases) and never 
low. 
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2.1.2.2. Prefixation and change in tone. 

Many reduplicated expressives can take the prefix /ta-/ 

which modifies the expressives functioning as adjectives 

and adverbs. This prefixation conditions the sandhi. rule 
- . 

..• 

dete~mining the tone of both the first and the second 
~ 

syllables. With ta- prefix (which is always on high 

tone) the tone of the first syllable is either_ mid 

or low, and the second syllable's tone is either high 

or mid. 

Examples: 

/ / / 
hekhek ---~ ta-hekhek 'hard to chew, break, or 

/ / 

move (as underboiled 

meat, bones, or firmly 

rooted stones)' 

khakkhak :--~ ta-khakkhak 'feeling of dust par-

ticle in the eye, hars to 

blink; anything skeletons

like or bony' 

/ / / 
coco ---~ ta-coco 'look massive and hard but 

find light and yielding 

under pressure, as beehives' 

/ '\ 
ta-n~pn-c1p 'sticky, nimbly; skill-
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/ / / 
reoreo ---~ ta-reoreq 'jolly, full of high 

spirit' 

'\ / / 
riri ---~ ta-riri 'giving momentary relief 

from pain, burden; to be 
rather helpful 1 

The prefix ll- is universally on high tone. After. its 

prefixation there is a tonal •hift operating. But no 

fixed or refined tonal rules ·can be generalized as 

tone is realized differently by different speakers, 

say northerners, westerners, etc. The following rules 

are tentative-- generalized for description's sake. 

(We have to remember that what we are doing all with 

to~e, in almost all the cases, is what is more accep-

table to me). 

Rule 3. 

Tone 

tHigh} 
Mid 
low 

fM"dJ ---1 lL~w /ta- _ syll # 
@"yl] 

Rule 4. 

Tone ---f {High1 /ta-syll_ # 
Mid J ~yl] 

But, the expectation is that not all expressives taking 

t a- prefix possess these features. There a:re some 
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expressives whose tones are not affected by ta- prefi~

ation. for iristance 1 consider the following examples. 

'\ / \ 
rum rum --7 ta-rumrum 'hard but breakable or 

chewable, as nuts or dried 

fruits' 

'\ / \ 
ruyruy --~ ta-ruyruy 'soft and starchy as cooked 

yam -or some other vegetables' 

/ / / 
neon eo --~ ta-neoneo 'feeling of dust particle 

in food while chewing' 

Prosodic features, such as syllable structure and tone, 

will generally be more important marking as a different 

class. Tone is changeable with expressives ~s it is 

nowhere else in the· language. Again, the glottal stop 

/?/ appears only with expressives and not with other 

already established word class. 

Expressives, in spite of their having adjectival and 

adverbial functions, are not declinable~ lf they bear 

affix, it is only the~- prefix which is not affix-

able to any other class of words. Many non-onomatopoeic 

expressives can take this prefix.~- modifies an 

expressive functioning as adjective or adverb. The 

result is that g- prefixed expressives function as 

predicative adjectives or (manner) adverbs. (See dis

cussion in syntax part). 
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2.1.3. ~ompound express1ves 

Compound expressives are divided into two types --

maintaining the complete form of the distinct expres

sives and deleting or dropping of one of the sylla-

bles of the bisyllabic or reduplicated distinct 

expressives in the process of compounding. 

2.1.3.1. Maintaining the complete shape in compound 

format ion: 

from 

and 

// 
(1) zizi p~par 'having a special work needing 

// 

close attention and anxiety for 

its completion, especially at the 

tilling and transplantation sea-

son' 

zizi 'moving h~re and there restlessly droo-

ping and peeping' 

parpar· 'touching everything at reach in a 

hurried manner as if looking for some-

thing needed immediately' 

// 
( 2) z iz i yauyau 1 make disturbances in any meeting 

or place where work is being done' 

from 

/ / 
zizi (same as in (1) above) 
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and 

yauyau 'moving here and there noisily, bois-

t era usl y' 

/ / 
( 3) y iny in yaya ' indistinct, dim, or purblind' 

from 
/ / 

yinyin 'slight shaking of shrubs or grass 

especially caused by ~nimals which are 

not in sight' 

and 

yaya 'become utterly disheartened suddenly' 

/ / 
( 4) phutphut namnam 1 do, go, or act quickly without 

pause or questioning as uhen 

something emergency happens' 

from 
/ 

phutphut 'do something uith special speed and 

urgency' 

and 
/ 

namnam 
j 

'go 1n a rush manner and straight not 

caring for hindrances' 

going or doing something 

uith sudden determination; 

strong blasting of wind causing 

the air claudy with dust' 
.i 
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from 

and 

/ 
tbu~thu~ 'sound of heavy fist fighting; produce 

a lot of dust ~hile shocking dusty 

cloth or when children are playing on 

dusty ground; stand up abruptly and 

walk away with long strides (especially 

due to anger)' 

/ 
ya~ya~ 'feeling of inten~e loudness usually 

unbearable to the ears; scattered and 

moving hare and there (unable to control), 

as a crowd of people, a swamp of bees or 

insects, or a herd or flock of animals; 

fragile as dried mudballs,'laddoo' ,etc.' 

2.1.3.2. Dropping of syllable in the process of com-

pounding: 

The following compound expressives are formed from either 

two or three distinct bisyllabic expressives~ The process 

results in the derivation of nouns and adverbs or new 

expressives. In compounding, the initial (C)(JJ.)VC of 

each reduplicated expressives are combined together. 

That is, non-iterated part of each expressive is used. 
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Examples: (1) 

/ 
yupyup + 

~ 
'becoming darker 

and darker very 

very fast, as 

with burning

aut lamps' 

y~py;,p + 

L~ 
~ndistinct sight 

of moment a ry 

appearance and 

/ 
SdPS~P 

//~ 
'doing or saying 

anything just enough, 

moderately, or neither-

disappearance .of less-nor-more' 

objects' / 

I 

1 
yupyt1ps~p 

'the time spanning about 

one hour just after sunset' 

In the same way the following three words or expres-

sives are formed from distinct expressives: 

from 

(2) nukn~ks~k 'being engaged in other thing(mental 

or physical) and slow to -start moving 

or doing something, especially when 

som~on~ is anxiously ~aiting for' 

\ 
nut nut 1 hard to pull out, break,, or twist 

(as plant's roots or ropes)'; 
\ 
n~k ~k 'soft, powdery, well nigh, tiptoe of 

expectation, rlo something minutely'; 
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and 

from 

and 

'feeling of ind~cisiveness; tasteless 

and hard as underboiled vegetables; feel-

ing or worr iness while waiting for the 

detail inFormation about some bad news' 

{3) pitp~ts~t 'the state of thick muddy water 

flowing with whirling motion,as 

after a heavy rain' 

/ 
pitpit 'shine like metallic objects, well-

polished shoes, or bald head' 

p~tp~t 'soft, or pasty as overcooked food; 

/ / 

hard to catch hold of or easy to swallow 

as slippery objects or Fruits' 

s~ts~t 'do or say something fastly and skill-

/ 

fully as in dealin9 playing cards or 

reciting' 

(4) phikriphik '(of, or relatin9 to) appearances of 

objects, person or ghosts indistinct-

ly for a very short moment and vanish-

ing, usually causing fear to the 

viewer' 

rom 
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and 

/ 
phikphik 'twinkling; off-and-on shining, flare, 

or flash of electric light, or water 

glass, mirror glistening in the sun' 

phikphik 1 feeling quite fresh as after a shower 

or recovering from illness; witty, 

mentally and physically quick and 

resourceful' 

\" 
rikrik . 1 beating of ears by animals; feeling of 

extreme fear,hair-raising; feeling of 

lice, insects crawling on the body' 

The above discussion illustrates that Tangkhul Naga 

expressives display a wide range of semantico-syntactic 

aspects, and interesting and peculiar morpho-phonolo-

gical patterns. One can say that several rules are 

operating simultaneously, that is, tonal consonant 

copying rule ~nd tone sandhi as discussed earlier are 

applied in the above compound expressives as well. 

2.2. Expressives and their syntacti~ features 

.2.2.0. Introduction. The earlier discussions have 

illustrated, or posed the question as to, the existence 

of a separate word category. Tangkhul Naga expressives, 

in many cases function as adjectives and adverbs. They 



q~alify verbs and adjectives, and in some cases nouns. 

In many cases non-onomatopoeic expressives cannot be 

d i t'ferentia ted from adjectives a rid adverbs except on 

morphological and phonological grounds. This might lead 

one to think that expressives cannot be defined as a 

word class solely on the basis ot" their syntactic and 
·-

semantic aspects. However, syntactic and semantic 

generalizations do ~xist. Sometimes expressives are so 

drammatically set apart from .the rest of an utterance 

that they can be treated as a separate grammatical 

element. These demonstrate as opposing to the treatment 

regarding expressives as syntactically unattached and 

semantically optional elements --unnecessary in any 

.referential or informatio'n-theory sense. 28 

One productive feature of Tangkhul Naga expressives is 

that they are often introduced by te- preFix. They 

also have collocat1onal restrictions. They co-occur 

with verbs,adjectives,and nouns. One important observa-

tion is that Ta-ngkhul Naga expressives appear in many 

sentence types-- declarative,imperative,optative,poten-

tial,obligatory,and introgatory. (for simplicity, tones 

will not be marked hereafter). 

28. Tucker G. Childs, op. cit., p. 13. 
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2.2.1. Syntacti~ features of /ta-/ prefixed exprsssives: 

As mentioned earlier, ta- prefixed expressives, in most 

cases, function as ~redicative adjectives and manner 

adverbs. This is exemplified in the Following sentences. 

( 1) 

( 2) 

yokyok 'lacking in firmness and consequently droop

ing; become strengthless, or limp and use

less as ~imbs; supple as a cane' 

a ta-yokyok zat-li 

he Exp go-pres 

'He is ~o~alking wearily' 

a ta-yoky.Ql hay-ra 
he £xp be-perf .asp 

'He is weary' 

2.2.2. C6llocational restrictions 

As in some other languages, there are some collocational 

restrictions of Tangkhul Naga expressives in their occuren

ces. The close relationship between ve.rbs_, adjectives and 

nouns and expressives manifests itself in the frequency 

of collocational restrictions between the three word clas-

ses and expressives. further, onomatopoeic expressives in 

particular augment the lexicon as, for example,names for 

vegetables, to6ls or machines. Tangk~ul Naga expressives 
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have collocational restrictions with verbs, nouns and 

adjectives. 

2.2.2.1. Expressives having collocational restrictions 

with adjectives: 

( 1) la !JB o 
v' ,.. 

'marked by .. Proudness with jolly mood' sorsor 

proud Exp 

( 2) .£2! circir ' being tired of much mental and/or 

tire Exp physical work' 

( 3) "'· rip rip 'sweet enough to give pleasant taste' s~m 

sweet Exp 

( 4) zik rikrik 'to be black enough to give pleasant 

black Exp unpleasant sight feeling' or or 

( 5) m~tek zimzim 'to be green enough to give pleasant 

green Exp sight or fe.el ing' 

l6) thi9na-pi9 m~tek-zimzim hayri 

1 ea f-pl green-Exp perf .asp 
have 

'(The) leavesAbecome so beautifully green' 

( 7) thay-pi!J 

fruit-pi 

ci sim-riprip 

Det sweet-Exp 

'The fruits are {very) sweet' 
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2.2.2.2. Expressives having collocational restiction 

with nouns: 

( 1) may ham hem 'reddening of t·ace due to shyness 

face Exp anger'· 

( 2) m.alu!J thuthu 'feeling, of intense anger' 

heart Exp 

or 

l3) kuyha rikrik ' feeling or extreme fear; hair-raising' 

hair Exp 

( 4) a m~l U!)-t. i~t i 9 ay~ pe1m-li 

he heart-:Exp manr .attri sit-pres 

'He is sitting so worried' 

1t is interesting to note that nouns with which expres

sives have collocational restrictions are all human body 

parts. Furth~r investigation needs as to why expressives 

do not have collocational restriction with nouns other 

than human parts" 

2.2~2.3~ Expressives having collocational restriction 

·~.~ith verbs: 

( 1). manu rim rim I smiling mOSt Of the. time With pleasant 

. smile Exp appearanc~' 
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(2) ;i purpur 1 gloo~y in appearance; in a pensive mood' 

mind Exp 

(3) khaksuy haphap 'breath in difficulty due to over-

breath Exp exertion (as running fast for a 

1 ong time) 1 

.. 
There are some verbs with which a large number of expres-

sives have collocational restriction. we can examine, for 

instance, the following 'walking' expressives ·l The. word 

order is £xp+Verb in this case). 

'Walking Expressives' ( k-dz~t 1 to go/walk' ) 

ya9yay kazat 'to waddle like a child lby grown up 

people) 1 

v 0 "'. 

Sli)SliJ 'to walk with heavy footstep in a direct 

manner without stopping or looking about' 

'to walk hesdlessly and laborously, usually 

with anger or worriness' 

yuryur 'to walk in bat~hes at a timei 

thutthut -~- 'to walk stealthily and slowly' 

camcam 'to walk blindly and slowly; walk like 

very old people' 

hayh~y 'to walk limpingly' 

nut nut 'to walk unprogressingly with frequent 

backward motion, as while forcing to go 

by p~shing or dragging' 
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k~zat 'to go/walk' 

~uywuy k~zat 'to wal~ waveringly, as when one is drunk' 

y~ya 'to walk in a leisure w~y without any purpose' 

wakwak --- 'to walk with long strides, especially by 

ta'll persons' 

rut rut 

'to walk fast with rather long strides' 

'to walk silently and carefully, usually 

said of thief or persons with suspicious look' 

taytay --- 'to waddle (by around one-year old children)' 

phutphut --- 'to walk Very fast (as if getting late For 

some place to reach)' 

namnam 

kuku. 

.hokhok 

yokyok 

haphap ----

yapyap ----

rinrin 

'to walk straight and quickly not caring for 

.hindrances' 

'to walk tiringly with bowed posture' 

'to walk quickly with light steps' 

1 to walk swinging the upper part of the 

body from'back to forth, especially by thin 

and tall persons' 

'to walk carelessly without looking for what 

lies on the surface/ ground' 

'to walk uneasily with bowed legs, as when one 

has got boils in the thighs or buttocks' 

'to walk ~arefully with hesitation, as on 

thorny surface' 

pokpak ---- 'to walk lightly looking back and forth' 

thakthak ~-- 'to walk mincingly' 

nennen 'to walk slowly with hesitation, as with 

shyness in front or a crowd or someone' 

pikpik 'to walk fast and swingingly, as in a 

crowded street or place' 

t::.O. 



2.2.3. Expressives in different sentence types. 

Newman obse~ves that ideophones in African languages 

commonly appear in declarative sentences.29 In the 

Tangkhul Naga phenomenon, expressives appear in many 

sentence types -- declarative, imperative, potential, 

obligatory, conditional, permissive, optative, 

interrogative, negative, aphoristic, vocative, and 

topicalized/focused. We can see the following 
0 

as to how a single item of expressive -- thamtham 

appears in different sentence types. 

thamtham 'speak loudly and/or impressingly, or 

do something with. full force without 

any fear, hesitation and pause' 

ill_Declarative: 

a tharntham m~tuy-t~ 
I I I I 

he Exp. speak+v.p. 

l~y 

' pres • 

. ,He h · t i 1 
is speaking loudly without any es1t~ on. 

(2) Imperative: 

thamtham kham~tuy 
I I I 

Exp. inf+speak 

t~m-lu 

I " learn-imper. 
I 
(You) learn how to speak loudly and impressingly 

I 
without fear and pause 

29. Paul Newman, 1968. "ldeophon~s from a Syntactic point 

of view", Journal of West African Langua~,5: 107-18. 
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(3) Potential: 

,. i zat-khareota 
I J 

a thamtham 
I I 

matu~-phok haulapay 
J . I I 

I go-as soon as he Exp. speak-start may 

'He may start speaking loudly ••• as soon as I leave' 

l4) Obligator¥: 

na kothana-na 
J I I 

thamtham 
I 

matuy-phalul)ro 
. / / 

yo·u leader-Aux. Exp. speak-must 
, 
You must speak loudly without hesitation since 

you ·_are the l~ader' 

( 5) Condi tiona!: 

thamtham matuyakh~ 
I 

Exp. speak if 

mipif]-nd na-li so-r~ 
I '\ "-"-.. \ ""'-

people+nom. you-accu. praise-fut. 
I • I 
lf you speak impressively ··~ people will pra1se you 

(6) Optative: 

i thum-wuy 
I ./ 

we-gen. 

v 
masun 

I 

right 
va9 

I 
for 

thamtham 
I 

£.xp • 

matuy-sc 
J. I 

speak-opt .marker 

'Let us speak ··~ without fear for our rights' 

J.7) Interrogative: 

khamaya ma-khuyla thamtham khamatuy-paci khipa· khala 
I I I 1 I I - I 

permi~sion neg-take Exp. speaking-hum~Det. who q~. 

'Yho is the one speaking loudly without taking 

p e rm is s i on? ' 
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(8) Permissive: 

* -, (a) na thamtham -motuy-payra 
I 1 I / 

you. Exp. speak-can 
I . I 

You can speak loudly ••• 

Though sentence (l)laJ is grammatically and logically 

well-formed, it is, in Tangkhul Naga, pragmatically 

an ill-formed sentence. This does not mean that 
' 

) 

~xpressives cannot appear in permissive sentences. 

Some ot~er expressives would fulfill the purpose, 

as in sentence ~ 7) l b) below: 

metmet 'eat a lot (often too much), especially 

(b) 

by heavy and healthy people' 

ni?J metmet 
I I 

you Exp. 

za-payr?J 
I. I 

eat-can 

I I 

·You can eat a lot (up to your satisfaction) 

( 9) Negative: 

taakhul sunau-piQ thamtham ma-matuy k~say-m~n~ 
I 1 I 1 / I I I 

Tangkhul "'oman-pl Exp. neg-speak habit-neg· 

, ' Tangkhul women usually don't speak loudly ••• 

Thus far, we have seen how expressives appear in 

different sentence types. Some of the sentences above 

might not be very well-formed. It is only because of 

my attempt to exemplify with a single item of expressive. 
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Now, if we want to go still further, we can have 

the follo~ing sentences which one can-hear often 

Prom the Tangkhul Naga speakers. 

t 10) Aphoristic: 

sapsap 'eating most of the time' 

vatvat 'f'requenting loose motion, as due to 

di\trrhea' 

sapsap say, vatvat pay 
I I ' I 

Exp. eat Exp. defecate 
I 

The more you eat the more 

( 11) Vocative: 

\ you. defecate 

wo: 'vocative expressive uttered just before 

the address' 

theotheo 'sound made by man or Animal while going 

wo: 
£xp 

carefully or stealthily on surface covered 

with dry leaves and grass' 

theotheo kazat-pa khi sa-ka-zat . khBl~ 
I I ' - --......;;;; ~ I £xp. inf-go-hum.det what do-1.nf'-go q.m. 

I , -

(??) the-one-going-stealthily-making-sound-of• 
. ' breaklng-dry-leaves, uhat are you going there for? 

This seems to be a nonsense sentence. The underlined 

expression is used as an address in ths sentence. But, 

to the Tangkhul Naga speakers, such utterances are not 

very strange. It can be uttered, for instance, by a 
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forest ~atchman suspecting the addressee to be a thief. 

Since the speaker of the abd~e sentence does not kno~ 

the name or identity of the addressee,he has to address 

the hearer with the 'expressive phrase'. 

(12) Togicalized/focused: 

phikrikphik 'appearance of objects, persons, or 

phikrikphik 

I 
Exp 

ghosts,indist_inctly for a very short 

moment and vanishing,usually causing 

fear to the viewer' 

'm~nil)~kh~ 

' if not 

maf]tlthulaklu 
I 

don't ever move 

'The moment you are seen, you have to disappear 

(run away); if not, stand still' 

This sentence can be uttered, for instance, by a militant 

commander to the new recruits. 

Thus, we have seen that Tangkhul Naga expressiues dis

play unique syntactic features. In many sentences, they 

can appear as 'head ~ord' or, say, 1 adpositions 1 • Unlike 

in other languages, such as in the African phenomenon, 

many of Tangkhul Naga expressives can be understood ever 

out of context. 
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2.3. Semantic aspects o~ expressivas 

2.3.0. Introduction. We come to the most_difficult 

part ~hen expressives are subjected to vigorous seman

tic analysis. But, at the same time it is a criterion 

most oftenly invoked. Even native speakers find great 

difficulty in explain~ng the ~eaning of an expressive, 

especially of one limited to occuring-with one verb 

or adjective. For Diffloth, expressives should be con

sidered as a whole decomposed into very small morphemes 

elements as small, perhaps, as distinctive features -

to discard the conventional notions of root and morpho

logy, and to treat them as micro-sentences made up of 

distinctive features. 29 Abbi asserts that 'expressives 

have their own idiosyncracies of maaning which evolve 

with the culture, history and literature of a particu

lar language group'$ She further points out that expres

sives in·South Asian languages are used to emote all the 

five senses of perception, that is, of smell, sight, 

touch, hearing and taste. 30 {So far, I have been using 

the term 'expressives' to be inclusive of ideophones, 

onomatopoeics, sound symbolism, etc.). 

29. Gerald Diffloth, op. cit. p.261. 

30 .. Anvita Abbi, 1990. op. cit. p.16. 
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2.3.1. Expressives and the five senses of perceptions 

Onomatopoeics as used in this siudy constitutes as 

a subclass of expressives, and as such, expressives 

express both sounds and other senses. Now, the 

division of expressives according to the five senses 

they express is rather evasive-- ·there are some 

overlapping among them. Abbi (1992:17) rightly points 

out that 'some of the expressiv~s indicating the 

'feel of' or 'touch' overlap with those of indicating 

sounds'. However, for brevity and to have an overall view 

of the meaning expressed by these expressives, 

division is made in the following way according to 

the different senses they indicate. 

2.3.1.1. Sense of hearing. 

Expressives of this type are simply the noise or 

sounds produced or made by animals, human beings, 

natural forces or objects, and in carrying out some 

actions. In othet words, they are onomatopoeics 

·having some similarity, if not exact, with the 

actual sound produced or made. Noises are divided 

into four types (a) noises made by non-human beings; 

(b) noises made by human being; (c) noises made by natu

ral forces and (d) noises made by inanimate objects. 
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ia) Noises made by non-human beings: 

hurou 'squeaking sound of a black colored 

monkey' 

phrapphrap 'birds' fluttering sound' 

kw£? 'croaking sound of frogs' 

ham bE: 'crying sound of calf' 

~a? 'buffaloes's crying sound, especially 

when they are about to fight' 

i~ 'shrilly noise made by pigs or piglings' 

cici 'shrieking noise of mice' 

yi: 'buzzing sound of mosquito, bee, etc.' 

Drar 'roaring sound of a lion or tiger' 

ceDkok 'chirping sound of a colorful-winged 

cicada 1 

Sipsip I Chirping SOUnd- Of a grey-colored CiCada' 

krukkruk 'sound made by hen signalling its 

of danger, or to come for food! 

lkrl:I: 'cocks' crowing·sound 1 

~yau 'cats' mewing sound' 

mu? 'dog's barking sound' 

ka: ka: 'cro1.1 1 s crowing sound' 

koktu 'cuckoo's chirping sound' 
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(b) Noises made by human being: 

hauhau '.sound of laughing merrily and noisily' 

oE? 'belching or vomotting sound' 

heoheo 'noise produced by phlegm-filled throat 

in breathing (usually said of athsma patients)' 

thrdk 'noise produced by phlegm-filled throat 

in coughing' 

'( v 
cetcet 'sound of gnashing teeth, especially 

made when asleep' 

poppop 'clapping sound' 

tak 'clicking sound made by the tongue' 

Da:a: 'babies crying sound' 

fiu: 'whistling sound' 

khl? 'sound made in blowing mucus-filled nose' 

Pthuy 'sound of spitting forcefully' 

(k)rok(k)rok 'snoring sound' 

,-

pi: 'high-pitched farting sound' 

pret 'mid-pitched farting sound' 

prot 'low-pitched farting sound' 

krokkrok 'sound made by air/gas moving in the 

intestines' 

khlkhl? 'sound of laughing out out of control 
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(c) Sounds made by natural forces: 

tren 'sound.pro~uced in dischirging thunderbolt' 

kuukuu 'thundering sound' 

wurrr 'noise of strong winds blowing' 

cokc'Ok 'raindrops' falling sound' 

(d) Noises made by various inanimate ob iects: 

cupcup 'noi~e mad~ by crisp thing when chewed 

or squeezed'. 

kupkup 'noise made in chewing dried nuts, sugar, etc.' 

tartar 'noise of boiling water' 

gytgut 1 noise produced in gulping or drinking water' 

pum 'sound of heavy solid things falling 

into water' 

kaQkaD 'thumping sound made in pounding ri6e' 

.., .. ' seoseo sound of coins, pebbles in a container or 

when they are poured ~ver; jingling sound 

of a kind of foot ornament' 

tektek 'ticking sound of clock/timepiece' 

rumprirum 'sound produced by an oval-shaped wind 

instrument made of clay' 

tenten 'sound of tearing clothes, paper, etc.' 
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phi:i: 'hissing noise of water or air leaking'· 

viu: 'sound of a thln cane or stick when waved 

or throt.m in the air with high .speed' 

cre~cre~ 'sound of strumming guitar' 

zapzap 'dripping sound of water drops; noise made 

in chewing raw vegetables such as cucumber, 

carrot, etc.' 

te~te~ 'sound made in beating empty tins, metallic 

objects such as plates or sheets' 

tartar 'sound produced in weaving cloth' 

teoteo 'popping sound made in roasting or frying' 

titi: 'sound of motor vehicles' horn' 

rere ' sound made by seeds inside dry shell when 

shaked' 

retret 'noise made by shaky bed' 

phEtphEt 'sound made in whipping with lash or rod' 

photphot 'sound produced in digging soft soil with 

full of roots; or in cutting weeds' 

krakkrok 'sound produced by hard-soled shoes 

while walking on smooth and hard surface' 

pre~preD 'sound of metallic utensils falling on 

the ground or clashing one another' 
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2 .3.1.2~ Sense of sight: 

pupu 'illusory sight of 'tiny shining objects 

oi pebbles flying (especially due to sickness)' 

phikphik 'off-and-on shining, flaring as of flash-light 

or water, mirror, etc. glistening in the 

sun; twinkling of -stars' 

hanhan 1 i~distincit bright sight se~n when one's 

eyes are filled with t~ars~ intense shining 

as diiect sunlight- usually unbearabla to 

the eye' 

pitpit 

yap yap 

'shining of metallic objects, well-polished 

shoes, or bald head' 

'indistinct sight of momentary appearance 

and disappearance of objects, persons, etc.' 

yi~ 'deep-shaded color or extremely colorful 

objects whi~h usually give pleasant or 

unpleasant feeling' 

2.3.1.3. Sense of touch: 

This refer to the feeling or sensation when human 

body is in contact with 'anything'. Thus, it is not 

restricted only to the sense felt by the skin. 

khakkhak 'feeling of dust particle in the eye' 



rikrik 

E.tEt 

ruprup 

pupu 

meomeo 

nennen 

yaryyal) 

nounau 

nay nay 

neoneo 

non non 

honhon 

larlar 

hat hat 

'feeling of lice, etc. crawling on the skin' 

'pasty, as wetted flour , ot overcooked rice' 

1 feeling (especially on the face) of humid 

warm wind blowing' 

'feeling of cutaneous erruptions such as 

scabbies, prickly heatS or other skin desease' 

'sensation in touching extremely sharp or~ 

keen-edged knofe or razor' 

1 feeling of pleasantly cold water' 

'feeling of extremely cold water or ice' 

'soft and yielding as balloon' 

'slip~ery as fish or messed stone' 

1 feeling dust/sand particle while chewing 

food' 

'feeling Qf touching soft body such as 

earth-worms' 

~feeling of pleasant cold wind blowing' 

'feeling in pressing hard muscle, tyres, 

air-filled balls, etc.' 

'feeling of cracked sole or chapped lips 

touching on soft skin' 

'powdery' 
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2.3.J.4. Sense of taste and smell: 

matmat 'burning sensation of extremely hot chilli' 

sat sat 'burning sensation of hot chilli' 

phakphak 'taste very sour' 

iraim 

pa:pa: 

cek 

hlkhlk 

hurhur 

hunhun 

rut rut 

'taste very sweet, yummy' 

'so tasteless that one feels like ~chewing 

decayed 'woods' when one has lost appetite 

completely' 

'taste very bitter' 

'smell very strong like burning chilli, 

or menthol, etc., usually hard to inhale' 

'smell very good lik~ perfume , fragrant 

flowers' 

'smell very good like spicy food' 

'smell very bad like rotten things, stool, 
elc.' 

2.3.1.5. Other senses-- emotior:Jal or .physic,al,: 

There are many expressives indicating the various 

emotional and physical feelings -- happiness, anxiety, 

loneliness, giddiness, anger, impatience, etc. 

riri 'pleasant feeling as while 9etting massage' 
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mapmap 'itchy feeling due to allergy' 

wokwok 1 feeling deadpan, or dumbfounded (not like 

in other days or times)' 

sap sep 

tuktuk 

'itchy and pain feeling while scratching 

pus-filled scabbies or boils' 

'feel so anxious or worried causing the 

pulse beat faster' 

wok 'sudden emotional disturbance after finding 

something missing; feel very sorry for 

one's own mistakes' 

cam 'sudden uneasy feeling in finding someone 

missing, or in losing the way to some plac~1 

yal)yary 'feeling of unbearable intense loud sound' 

'feeling of intense headache, as due to 

hangover' 

larlar 'feeling so angry causing the face twitching' 

thal)tha~ 'throbbing feeling, as when a boil has 

formed' 

rep rep 

rinrin 

'pain feeling caused by nettling 1 

'uneasy feeling, as. while taking injection, 

walking barefoot on stony or thorny surface, 

at the sight of dread-looking insects or 

raptiles, or while descending suddenly 

on board a flight' 
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rimrim 'feeling of pain when stung by bees, ants, 

·or nettle' 

pharphar 1 feel so difficult in dqing something, as 

writing or struming guitar due to out of 

practice for a long time' 

Thus, we see a large number of ~xpressives indicating 

both mental and phy.sical compo-rtment of human 

beings (apart from the 'five senses') describing 

varied statesor feelings. This type of expressives 

is the largest category followed by sense of touch 

and sight. Surprisingly, expressives of taste and 

smell are very less (just three or four) in number. 

2.3.2. Sound symbolism 

In a category somewhat similar to onomatopoeia, 

sound symbolism appears to play a rather minor role 
-· 

in Tangkhul Naga expressives. Here, the term 

'sound symbolism' is used as a sound or sequence 

of sounds re~urring in a number of expressives 

associated in some way with the idea. Unfortunately, 

this discussion will be rather discursive because 

there are many instances of incongruity. for 

instance, (Iwould like to say that) /ph-/ in initial 
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position in Tangkhul Naga expressives is associated 

with ',.quickness' after e·xamining the fallowing 

expressives. 

phikphik 'witty, physically and mentally quick 

and resourceful; fast off-and-on 

shining of flash-light' 

phrapphrap 'birds' fluttering' 

phu? · 'blowing wind with the mouth forcefully 

( cf • .E..!:!.!d= 1 blowing .•• gently) 1 

phutphut 'do something with special speed or 

urgency' 

phetphet 'whipping with lash or rod; falling of 

rain drops accompanied by strong winds' 

phukphuk 'become very angry suddenly (said of 

hot-tempered persons)' 

phak 'give a hard and swift blow; grow up 

very fastly, as plants, young boys or 

girls at the stage of' adolescence= 

But, the expectation is that not all expressives 

with initial /ph-/ are associated with the idea of 

'fastness' or 'quickness'. And, contrastingly, some 

expressives indicate the opposite idea -- 'slowness'. 

pharphar 'find very difficult in doing something 

due to out of practice for a long time' 
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phayphay 'spreading slowly and steadily, as climb

ing robts of pumkin, gourd, etc.' 

Again, one expressive may denote two polar i~eas or 

meanings. for exa~ple: 

phukphuk (1) become very angry suddenly; and 

(2) walk slowly with difficulty, a_s mn the 

sand 

However, employing the' frequency count', we can have 

the following broad generalizations: 

(1) 'bright' is associated with spread vowels /i/ 

and fa/; 

(2) 'dark' is associated with /u/ or rounded vowels; 

l3) high tone usually represent small things and 

faster motion or action; 

(4) low tone usually represent larger thin~s and 

slower motion or action; 

(5) increasingly more powerful action or intensity 

is conveyed as one moves through the series of 

ejective, aspirated stops and breathy-voiced 

stops; 

(6) final semi-vowel represent continuity and slow-

ness; 

(7) final dipthongs represent continuity and fast-

ness; 



.. 

(8) final /-ak/ conveys slower but more powerful 
..• 

action, ~r intense state; 

(9) final /-ik/ conveys faster but less powerful 

action, or less intense state; 

(10) long vowel gives the concepts of 'more' or 

larger; 

( 11) short vouel gives the concepts of 'less' or 

'smaller 1 ; 

and, interestingly,· 

l 12) distorted pronunciation denotes irregular 

shapes, motion, etc. 

Such generalization is hot an unequivocal observation. 

There are many inc~nsistencies. Sound symbolisms are 

indeed proble~atic and are impossible to specify pre-

cisely. In many cases, the same 'phonaestheme' conveys 

not only different ideas but also opposite or polar 

ideas as we saw in the case of initial I ph-/. 

2.3.3. Names of objects and animals derived from expres-

s i ves: 

prikpru 'striped or spotted with tiny colors in 

such a way that one senses as if the spots 

or stripes are moving or shaking' 

prikpru-la 
I fern. 

marker 

'a kind of green pumkin with small 

black and white spots' 
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ni~ni~ 'the way a windmill rotates' 

niQni~-a 'pinwheel or windmill' 
I 

mas. 
marker 

yeye 

yeye-a 
I 

mas. 
marker 

koktu 

ceoceo 

'hissing sound of air, ~ater, etc, 

leaking' 

'a mantled kerosene lamp with pump --

'petromax' -- which produce a hissiog 

sound when pumped and lighted' 

'cuckoo; chirping sound of cuckoo' 

'noise made by a large number of rats, 

birds, or children; low-pitched chirp

ing sound of birds' 

ceoceo-a 'a dark-grey colored bird' 
I 

mas .marker 

rumprirum 'an ancient Tangkhul Naga wind instru

ment mace of clay (with three holes -

one for blowing with the mouth and 

two for playing with the fingers); the 

sound made in playing this instru

ment' 

These names of objects and birds reflect onbmatopoeic 

origin,likely mediated by ideophones. In Tangkhul Naga 

many insects, reptiles, and birds are named in this 

way. There are hundreds of them whose names are derived 

from onomatopoeias with or without gender marker. 
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2.3.4. Difference between reduplicated ana non-reduplicated 

expressives 

This refer to the 'reduplicatable' expressives which 

can occur both in non-reduplicated and~ completely 
-

reduplicated forms. Out of 253 completely reduplicated 

expressives in Tangkhul Naga, 113 fall under this 

-~ategory. The following expressives in non-reduplicated 

and reduplicated fnrms denote certain amount of 

difference in mean~ng. 

cup 'noise or act of breaking crisp things with 

one bite, or squeeze' 

cupcup 'repeated noise or act or breaking crisp 

things by chewing or squeezing' 

tut 'being overcrowded, as in a bus, room, etc.' 

tuttut 'being overcrowded, as in a bus, room, etc. 

lHere, either the state or De1ng overcrowded 

is recurred or the place-- bus, room; etc. --

is more than one). 

phau 'flowing of;water plen~ily, as from a tape' 

phauphau 'continuous flowing of water plentily, as 

from a tape' 

hau 'the act or sound of laughing out suddenly 

by many persons' 

hauhau 'continuous laughing merrily and loudly' 
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yit 'feeling giddy especially ~hile standing 

yityit 

· up suddenly from a long sitting position~ 

'continuous feeling of giddiness while 

walking or standing; feeling nausea! 

lHere, the degree df giddiness is less accute or intense 

when reduplicated) 

-· From the above few -examples, we see that there are some 

differences in meariing between reduplicated and non-redu-

plicated expressives. In most cases, ~eduplication gives 

the additional meaning of repetition, continuity, inten-

sity, plurality, or demunitive. 

In summary, Tangk~ul Naga expres~ives have a wide range 

of 'modifier' function. Sometimes, they are quite 

specific, evoking some coricrete imagery. The above dis-

cussion has also illustrated the types of sound-meaning 

associations found in expressives. 

2.4. Pragmatic aspects of expressives 

As illusirated above, expressives arc not found only in 

declarative sentence types. They appear in various types 

of sentence • Again, they are not restricted to certain 

types of discourse, and I don't see any of their baing 
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correl~ted strictly with social factors such as sex,age, 

e duca tiona! qual i fica tion,ues ternizat ian or·· urbanization. 

Interestingly, I observe most of the elderly and more 

educated people being 'proud' of their having more access 

to employing more expressives in their narrative and 

public speaking. The Tangkhul Naga Bible translators 

('among others), too, find great need to conv~y the con

tent meaning of various passages (both clear and vague) 

by employing expressives extensively.Thus, exp~~ssives 

are featured both in formal and.informal styles. All 

these are in contrast to some languages such as the 

African phenomenon as stated in Childs (1989). Of course, 

to some context, some expressives are considered inappro

priate, and those denoting obscsnity are· even prohibited. 

Linguists note the curious connection of expressives to 

the context not found with other words. for example, 

researchers on African ideophones find that they do not 

refer to context as do diectic words, but rather they 

can derive meaning from their context. Such observation is 

partial since in Tangkhul Naga expressives are hard to 

distinguish from adjectives and a~~erbs. It is useful to 

note that there are some individual variation in the fre

quency uith uhich different speakers use expressives. 

While serving the general function of expressiveness, 

expressives may serve individual expressiveness and not 

group-oriented expressiveness. 
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for Doke (1954:86-87), the issue of interdialectical or 

'dialectical variation· is considerable,as in Souther.n 

Bantu,in "striking contrast" to the affinities found 

elsewhere.' This seems -to be a vexing issue,but,in Tang-

khul Naga, I don 1 t find any variation among the various 

inter-village dialects except in phonology~ Data collec

ted from some ten major inter-villages (including the 

Ukhrul dialect which constitutes more than half of the 
"· 

standardized lexi2on) shows that there is no difference 

between the expressives of the varied dialects as far as 

morphology, syntax and semantics (and pragmatics) are 

concerned. 

In !ii.A.rn, the extensive use of expressive in the Tang-

khul Naga phenomenon is, I guess, the result of language 

loyalty with the speakers' ever increasing effort to pro-

mote the language (by trying to do away as much as pos

sible with loan or borrowed words). The philosophy of 

the people shapes their language to a great extent. 
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Chapter 3 

E C H 0 f 0 R M A T I 0 N 

3.0. Introduction. Echo formation; as seen in chapter 1, 

is a widespread phenomenon in most of the South Asian 
\ 

languages. It .applies at the level of word. Studies in 

Tangkhul Naga and other languages reveal that class of 

words such as nouns, verbs, and adjectives may be used 

in the construction of echo words. Though very less num-

ber of echo words are found in Tangkhul Naga, they . are 

very commonly ·used both in formal and informal speech. 

Echo formation simply refers to a situation in which the 

second 'word' (the first in some rare cases)in the pai~ed 

construction is an echo of the base word, and the echo 

word has no individual accurrence of its own. 

Linguists have been defining or redefining the term 

'echo word' as different languages display different 

structural rules. Abbi (1992:20) states that 11 An echo 

word has been defined as a partially r&peated form of 

the base word -- partially in the sense that that either 

the initial phoneme (which can be either a consonant or 

a vowel) or the syllable of the base is replaced by 

another phoneme or another syllable. The 'replacer' 

(phoneme or syllable) sound sequences are more or less 

fixed or rigid. The replacer sound sequences may not 



necessarily be unique but may never be numerous "• This 

is an exhaustiye definition in broad term. But redefini

tion is needed again ai echo formation in Tangkhul Naga 

display some peculiarities. for instance, consider the 

following examples of echo formation. 

thio.~a riha 
= plant kingdom 

8 Echo 

thi!J + ana 

plant leave (of plant) 

Here one might not like to think of the echo word riha 

as a pariia.l "fepetition of the base thi!Jna. The second 

part may not even seem to be an echo word to one who 

encounter such examples for the first time. But echo 

formation is at work heree Only redefinition is needed. 

The consonant of both the syllables of the base word are 

replaced and the vowel are retained. 

Also, surprisingly, unlike in Hindi, Tamil, Telugu and 

many other languages, the number of replacer is unbeliev

bly very high in the Tangkhu1 Naga. Out of only 68 echo 

words, there are 32 replacers out of which three are 

very common and each of the rest are found in just one 

or two word(s)/items(s). 
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This chapter gives a descri~tion of the structure of echo 

formation offering a set of 're'placers 1
• The function of 

the various types of echo words at the semantic level, 

and their grammatical position, will also be discussed. 

3.1. Structure of Echo words 

An echo word is divided into two parts --(1). The stable 

base and (2) The divergent_base or replaced part; and to 

make description simpler (and for convenience) I will 

use the symbols 5 and R for 'stable base' and 'replaced 

part/replacer' respectively. The base word will be repre-

sented by the symbol B. For example, the whole construc

tion of ha~ 'housefly' + hara will be represented as: 
echo 

hams 
8 

ha-ra 
5 R 

that is, hams is the base word; ha- the stable base and 

-~ the replacer. Elsewhere, echo word will be represen-

ted by the symbol E in the following way: 

ha r a 1 h o us e fl i e s , at c • 1 

housefly E 

The division of categories and offering the rules govern-

ing the formation poses a problem. As mentioned, there are 

only 68 echo words and we find 32 replacers.~hree of them 

are_ very commop,the rest with just, one -or. two item(s) • 
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There is no fixed replacers and all the replacers 

seem to be collocationally restricted. And as no ~ules 

can b.e formulated, what best \Je can do is to simply 

1 is t all the replacers, and, for the sake of convenience 

and description, broadly divide into the following 

four types. 

Type 1. Replacing the phoneme(s) of the last syllable: 

\ 1) R = /-a/ 

IJatak ~ata 

intermit -E-

~y m~ra 
trick --E-

kacuiJ kaca 

large E 

'intermit, by rotation, one after 

the other' 

'tricks, cunning, designing' 

'larger number, majority' 

pakru pakra 'posts and pillars of all sorts' 

post E 

( 2) R = /-r-/ 

ac~y 

manner 

tac~m 
even 

ar"Cty 
-E-

taidm 
E 

'manner, behavior, attiquette' 

'even, methodical, to be in order, 

systematical, good manner' 
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kh~m~th~k 
itch 

'restless (behavior), caprice, freak, 

unchaste' 

k h~m~th~f) 

lust 

'lust, wanton, voluptuou~, unchaste' 

miz~k 
look 

mir~k 
E 

'look, or appearance of person, distinguishin£ 

trait or quality of a person' 

( 3) R = I -a y I 

aku a kay _1 germs, vi ruses, insect kingdom' 
insect~ 

ari ~y 
medicine E 

' 'medicines, etc.' 

acikun acikay 'every nook and corner' 
corner E 

h~okh~ h~okhay 'husks, brans, etc.' 

husk E 

(4) -R = /-ra-/ 

ath~y aray 'fruits, vegetables, etc.' 
fruit -E-

\ 5) R = /-au/ 

akh~ 
-E-

akhau 'locusts, grasshoppers, etc.' 
locust 

ph~nit ph~nau 1 festival, feastsi gatherings, 

festival E marriage ceremony, etc.' 

(6) R = /-a-/ 

ahik 
husk 

ahak 
E 

'husks, chaffs, etc.' 
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(7/ R = /-or/ 

kh~~~rik ~h~Qaror 'r~stless, excessive, or deviant 

behavior; overact, outsmart' outsmart £ 

( 8) R = I -£1 

akhdru akhdr£ 'ropes, cords, creepers, roots, ate.' 
rope E 

( 9) R = / -arj/ 

k~cot k~ca~ ·'_tire, suffering, poverty, pain, etc.' 

tire £ 

m~ru m~ra~ 'spices, etc.' 

spice E 

( 1 0 ) R = /-n-/ 

kucay kunay 'worms, lizards, snakes, etc.' 
worm E 

( 11) R = /-ya-/ 

kt1POIJ 

full 

kh~yaQ 

£ 

( 1 L) R = I -"dt/ 

'full, com~lete, successful, 

without any mistake, trouble, or 

delay in carrying out something' 

~~ci Q~c~t 'fear, fright, etc.r 

fear E 

~hek m~h~y 'witty, outwit, outsmart, proud, etc.' 
outsmart """"£ 
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Note on Typ.§!....l. 

The above replacers replace the phoneme(s) of the last 

syllable of the base word. Replacers (1), (2) and (3) 

are the most common -- found in 16, 11 and 7 numbers 

of echo formations respectively. (B) and ( 9) are 

found in two echo formations each and_ the rest in just 

only one; All th~ replacers are collocationally 

restrict~d and no structural rules can be generalized. 

Type I I. Replacing the last syllabl_g_.9f the base word. 

( 14) R = -yal) 

k~s~m khaya9 'scatter, chase away' 

chase E 

( 1 5) R = - ra 

hame hara 'flies, etc.' 
--;::ry -r 

(16) R = -zat 

awor azat 'trick, cunning, pretentious, etc.' 
trick_,--E-

knowl edge 

( '17) R = -rery 

m~zu 

unsk ill_, 

m-dreiJ 

£ 
not hit
ting, missed 

I 
1 unskill, not gifted, inexperienced 
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( 18) R = -rak 

kdsoy 
fail, 
mistake 

( 19) R = -!)ay 

kh~rak 
E 

'failure, hindrance, mi~fortune' 

k~cam kh~Qay 'poverty, etc.• 

poor E 

( 20) R = -ror 

( 21) 

kh~9ay~y 

metamorpho
sed human 
tiger 

. 
R = -su 

kh~li 
steal 

( 22) R = -r~y 

k~ya9 

court
yard 

( 23) R = -nam 

k~suy 

rot 

( 24) R = -ha 

kht;rdy 

E 

kh'dnam 
E 

'met~morphosed human tiger, 

mythical beings, dangerous 

abnormal persons, etc.' 

1 stealing,_ robbing, cheating, etc.' 

'courtyard, open spaces or the 

compounds in the village' 

'rotten and/or stinking things, etc.' 

cifu ciha 'dust, dusty or dirty things, etc.' 
dust ----y-

( 2s) R = - ru 
k~sar k~~~ 'old people, old and helpless, poor, 
old --r-

people or sick people' 
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(26) R = -nay 

o~cim Qanay 'disgust, hate, dislike' 

disgust E 

( 27) R = -khuy 

mpsun 
right 

(28) R = -si 

tak~thu 
spill 

(29) R = -kon 

z~kk~si 
ugly 

makhuy 
E 

'right, reason, wisdom, etc.' 

tak~si 
E 

z~kkdkon 
E 

'spill, spoil, wastmng, etc.' 

1 ugly looking, bad shape, bad 

manner or character, etc.' 

( 30) R = -tha!J 

khaQkaser khaokatha~ 

freak E 

1 freak, unchaste, proud, 

flambouyant, etc.' 

Tvpe III. Replacing the first syllable of the base word. 

( 31) R = 
. 

su-

suhan 
E 

canhan 'speaking, talk, voice, or disting
speaking 

uishing trait and manner of one's 

speaking or talking' 

Note~ It is interesting to note that (31) is the only 

example in which the first syllable of the B is replaced. 

Again, surprisingly, it is the only example in which the 

echo words precedes the base word. 
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Type IV. Replacing all the consonants of the base word. 

(32) R = consonants 

thiona 

leaf 

riha 'plant kingdom' 

-r-

Note: In this single example it is hard to talk about 

the replacer when compared to other replacers. It is 

obvious only that all the consonants of the base word 

are replaced by other consonants. riha is, no doubt, 

an echo word as: (<1) it has no meaning in iso-lation; 

(b) it exactly copies the tones of the base word as all 

the echo words do; and (c) though not a very strong claim, 

the vowels of the base word are retained. 

3.2. Semantic and Ptagmatic aspects 

An echo word is generally seen as one which is added 

to the base (meaningful) word to give it the meaning 

o f ' e t cetera 1 
, 

1 things similar to 1 
, ' associ at e d w i t h 

that', 'extremity', 'concentration', 1 generality', and 

so on. Tangkhul Naga echo words denote wide semantic 

ranges. The function of the echo formation denote the ,, 
' 

m e ani n g , notion, or ide a of ' g s n era 1 i t y ' , ' p 1 ural i t y 1 

1 distributive', etc., and in some cases, ambiguous or 

vague meaning not akin to the one indicated by the 

base word -- the real meaningful element. Again, in 

many cases, echo formation serves as superordinate 

class. -(See examples next page). 
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(a) ath~y ~y 'fruits, vegetables, or agricul
fruit E 

(b) 

(c) 

akh~ri 

intes
tine 

thi!Jna 

leaf 

tural products, etc.' 

akh~ra 'intestines, bowels, entrails, 
E 

liver, heart, spleen, kidney, etc.' 

riha 'plant kingdom' 

--r-

The meanings of these echo constructions can be enlarged 

further. for instance, (a) above may also mean any 

e.dible wild fruits or leaves. In the same way (b) 

means all the p~rts inside the trunk of the human body, 

or even nerves or veins (but, of course, not ribs or bones). 

As ~entioned, some echo formations express some vague 

or ambiguous meanings in the sense that they are 

quite different from the mearling.Scif the base words. 

For example: 

(d) am~y ama 'the beginning or cause of something, 
end E 
point the inner meaning of something' 
of a 
rolled 
thread 

It is hard to explain such phenomena. However, they 

are extensively used in everyday speeches; and we can 

have an interesting excercise, say, for (d) above. The 

whole construction am~y .2!!@ is, in syntax, colloca

tionally restricted with the compound word maphakakhuy 
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meaning 'not finding out'. The term or phrase is 

usually sai~ of a person who does not know what he · 

is doing or speaking, or int.erfering/interrupting in 

others' business and starts acting or speaking in a 

mad fashion or without knowing others' intention or 

the 'cause and effect' of something in which he got 

involved~-

We face the same problem with: khamathak 'itch'~--~ 

kh~m~th~k kh~m~r~k 'restless behavior, caprice, 

freak, unchaste, etc.' It is difficult to account as 

to how the original meaning of 'itch' got lost in 

the echo formation. In isolation 1 itch' does not 

serve as a polysemous word either. Historical study 

might help in analyzing the interrelation and 

interdependence of the different meanings in t~e 

semantic construct of such words. 

AnDther interesting example is 

vorE 
God 

v2ra 'God' 
£ 

in which the echo word does not add or give any 

additional meaning. The echo part does not mean 

anything in isolation. Thus, I would say that the 

function of the echo word here is~ (zero). But, it 

is interesting ta note its usage. The word came into 
existence only in the late 19th century (after the 
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Tangkhul Nagas were converted to Christ·ianity), and 

the word refers only to the Christian God (which is 

only one). Earlier, the Tangkhul Naga pantheon 

encompassed a number of gods k~meo -- all belonging 

to various classes according to their powers, and 

activities. Today, k~meo is refered to evil spirits. 

Althouoh I have said that the echo word Vdra is 
~ . -

meaningless and gives no additional meaning in the 

echo formati~~' some speakers argue that the difference 

betiJeen v~r£ and varE Vdra is something to do with 

proximity ~ the attitude of the speaker towards God. 

For example, they say that a 'believer' praying for 

forgivenness and help will address to God with the 

word var£. Such a believer thinks that God is right 

beside him. On the other hand, ~E vora is used 

in addressing to God, for instance, by a suffering 

believer questioning or protesting why He .has forsaken 

him. The construction may also be used in informal 

discussion, or by a non-believer in sarcasm. However, 

I come across some other speakers suggesting just the opposite 

usage also. To me, it seems that the usage of the two 

terms is individually oriented. Both are found inter

changeably even in Biblical booklets. And though it 

is not clear, there is surely some differences between 

the meaningful base 1.10 rd and the echoed construct ion. 
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Morphology and semantics also play a considerable 

role in t~e echo formation of compound words. Compound 

nouns in Tangkhul Naga which can undergo echo formation 

are formed of two kinds of nouns -- concrete and 

abstract, to use the traditional terms. In the process 

of echo formation the abstract noun is dropped in 

the echo paEt• There are three such echo construction~ 

in which all the compound base words h~ve the abstract 

noun~ 'behavior'. 

( 1) ac~m ar~m 'behavior, manner, character, 
behavior E 

attiquette, etc.' 

( 1a) mi-cdm 
man-beha

vior 

mi-r~m 
E 

'good behavior, accepted code 

( 1 b) sa-c~m 
animal
behavior 

( 1 c) fu-cdm 
dog-beha

vior 

of conduct' 

sa-r~m 'rude or bad behavior' 
E 

fli- rdm 
E 

'shameless behavior' 

It is imteresting to note the semantic peculiarities 

of these four echo constructions. (1) has a wide 

range of meanings -- behavior, etc. -- which can be 

either good or bad. The rest three - ( 1a), ( 1b) and 

( 1c) --have fixed meanings, that is, 'good/accepted 

behavior', 'rude or bad behavior' and 'shameless behavior' 
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respectively. As in the case of var£ vara 'God' above, 

the echo parts in (1a), (1b) and (1c) above do not 

give any additional meaning, and are meaningless- in 

isolation. Their usage can be accounted for by pragmatic 

considerations only. The base (compound) words are 

extensively used both in formal and informal speeches 

and writings. 1 find that in ~ost cases the echo 

constructions are used only in colloquial and informal 

speech. 
' 

Summary 

Tangkhul Naga echo formation shows structural peculia-

rities and wide range of semantics unlike in many other 

languages such as-Hindi, Telugu, Tamil, and even Meitei 

(though Meitei and Tangkhul Naga belong to the same 

family -- Tibeto-Burman). There is no fixed replacer 

or replacing rule as such. Hll the echo words and 

replacers seem to be collocationally restricted. Again, 

it is interesting to ask why monosyllabic words 

cannot undergo echo formation; and why only 68 words 

can have echo construction. Also, unlike in some other 

languages, only nouns and adjectives can undergo echo 

formation in the language. 
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Chapter 4 

C 0 N C L U S I 0 N 

4.0. Expressives and Echo formation: An Dvervie~ 

Both expressi~es and ec~o format~ons are extensively 

used in both Formal and informal speech and writing 

in langkhul Naga. They are two different linguistic 

structures sharing some common morpho-semantico-syntac

tic properties. Expressives and echo words are 'so ex

pressive' that, very often, similar picture or the 

content meaning of an utterence or discourse cannot be 

expressed by other words. 

Echo formations and most of the expressives are redupli

cated structures. However, they fall under different 

types of reduplication. The figures in the following 

pages show how they are related to or differentiated 

ftom each other. 

4 .1. Express i ves a 5 a set of sep era te word. category 

in Tangkhul Naga 

Expressives in Tangkhul Naga (as in many other ianguages) 

denote the senses of perception. They function as modi

fiers modifying various objects, states, or actions. 



figure 1. Types of reduplication and their semantic 

p~perties. 
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Words in capital letters signify semantic constructs. 
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figure 2. Types of axpressives and their morpho-syntactico-semantic properties 
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Figure 3. Replacing patterns of Echo formation. 
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Figure 4. Collocation and Word Order of Expressives. 
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Very often they function as adjectives and adverss. Like 

some other word classes, expressives can undergo compound 

formation. The iterated parts, sometimes the whole parts, 

of two or three distinct expressives are combined in the 

process of compounding -- resulting in the formation of 

new expressives or adjectives, adverbs and nouns. 

In Tangkhul Naga it is curious and surprising to note 

that there is no 'adverb' as such. Only three- or four 

modifier affixes are there which function as adverbs or 

adverbials when affixed to adjectives. In sharp contrast 

expressives in most cases, function as adverbs and 

adjectives. Though no historical evidence and proof is 

available, I guess that expressives had existed before 

the evolution of adverbial and modifiers. 

from the above discussion I would like to claim that 

Tangkhul Naga expressives form a separate word category. 

They function as adjectives, adverbs and nouns. In this 

language, even onomatopoeic expressives often function 

as adjectives, adverbs and nouns. Of course, expressives 
I 

have some morpho-phonological peculiarities.Unlike other 

word classes such as nouns and adjectives they are .never 

declinable and hence may be considered invariable except 

in some rare cases as in compounding. They can take only 

the ta- prefix which is not affixable to any other word 
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class. Again, expressives violate the tonal features of 
' 

the langtJage -- tone is very flexible as it is nowhere 

else in the language. (Al) the words or morphemes ~f 

other word classes have assigned fixed tones). But these 

violations or peculiarities do notvitiate the general-

izations achieved on a broad consider~tion. 

Within the )anguage further definitional problems arise. 

We will have to say that no one feature can be cons~dered 

criteria!; a constellation of characteristics different-

iates expressives from other word categories.for example, 

one expressive may exhibit the typical phonological 

irregularities, but because it possesses other'expressive' 

feature it must be included in the category.Expressives 

also have some features, even with items outside language 

proper, such as gesture. Many expressives can function 

as 'headwords' or say, 1 adpositions'. They appear in 

various sentence types -- imperative, declarative, 

optative, topicalized or focussed, and so on. for all 

these, I would like to claim Tangkhul Naga expressives 

as a separate and unique word class. 

4.2. Issues in research on expressives and echo formation. 

Exp~essives h~ve often been neglected as has other 

reduplicative structures in general and echo formation 

in particular. Compared to expressives,echo formation 
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has enjoyed great prominence in the field of linguistics 

(as far as the Indian Phenomenon is coneerned). 

linguists posit that one reason for the neglect of expl~s

sives is their position on the periphery of language 

proper, especially in a structural vieu. Expressives are 

interesting to linguists just because they straddle the 

boundary with p~ralinguistic and extralinguistic phnomena. 

They have also been ignored becaus~ of their. intract-

ability to analts~s. Their variability or invariability 

also presents an obstacle. In many languages, they are · 

not regularly employed in writing texts, and in addition, 

they have little in the way of morpho-syntax and may 

heavily rely on context for interpretation. 

All these factors suggest why expressives have not 

received the attention they rightly seserve.On the other 

hand, these factors also indicate why indeed they must 

be studied. One reason for why expressives should be 

brought into the mainstream of linguistics in their 

widespread distribution in the languages of the world. 

Not only in Tangkhul Naga or Tibeto-Burma languages and 

other South Asian languages, expressives arg found in 

Aboriginal Australian languages, Russian, Lahu, P-idgins 

and creoles in the Neu World, for example, Jamaican 

English, and all the African languages. Like in the 

African phenomenon, expressives in Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, 
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Munda, Mon-Kher, and Tibeto-Burman langu~ges,represent 

a sizable pr6portion of the language's lexicon. In 

Tangkhul Naga a lexicon of about 8000 words contains 

more than 350 expressives. Expressives also constitute 

an open and productive class in many languages. In 

Tangkhul Naga, expressives generally represent a signi

ficant part of lexicon, a part that cannot be ignored 

or neglected in any ad~quate analysis of the language. 

A taxonomy of types has emerged and further comparative 

work can be undertaken, for instance,by making a cross

linguistic comparison of senses appealed to by express

ives. Their distribution might be found to follow a 

species-specific pattern. Much further research needs 

to be done, of course, in comparing expressives cross

linguistically in Tibeto-Burman or South Asian languages 

and slsewhere. Field tecniques need refinement,and I 

feel that the greatest need is for research done by na

tive speakers. (I wonder how a non-Tangkhul Naga spea

ker would carry out this present study realizing that 

my laborious analysis is still below standard). 

Many research works on expressives have concentrated 

on analyzing them as constituting a separate system-

assuming that they belong outside language proper. I 

have tried to take the opposite assuption and I find it 
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very productive. Another area of interest with expres

sives is their derivation from verbs (in ·some African 

.languages) and their collocational restrictions with 

verbs,nouns,adjectives (in Tangkhul Naga). Examining the 

place of expressives in a rule-ordered treatment is nee-

ded. Some promising works have already been done in this 

line, but in most cases,just to note the exceptionality 

of expressives and ignore them. 

I have mentioned the importance of expressives to lite-

rary discourse. further consideration as to bow they 

are used in this medium can inform us as to the pragma-

tic conditions on ·their appearance. Bible translators 
" 

have confronted this issue many times (both for poetic 

and prose forms), and the responses of the readers as to 

the appropriateness of expressives have been varied--

much accepted in Tangkhul Nage. 

4.3. Summary 

There is a need to adequately ~ascribe and document the 

phenomenon uoing the framework roughly sketched above. 

Another focus must be on integrating expressives into the 

mainstream of linguistic inquiry-- treating expressives 

as a legitimate object of inquiry and squarely CQnfron-

ting the problems they pose. If our approach is confined 
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t"o the referential func~ion of language, express i ves will 

just remain hunkering on the periphery of language. 

·hi eel 
In this work I haveAto demonstrate how expressives and 

echo words stand within language proper, while acknole

dging their stand without. I hope that the pre~en~ work 

in spite of many shortcomings, would engemder a respec

tability for expressives and echo" formations and stimu-

late the investigation of them in Tangkhul Naga and 

other languages. 

0 
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A P P E N 0 I X 

List of ex~ressives 

(i) Completely reduplicated expressives: 

dk dk 'feeling of intermitent headache occuring 

·rhythmically with the heart-beat' 

im im 

ek ek 

et et 

~thick and sticky as honey, properly prepared 

and long-preserved rice beer~ or any thick 

liquid which flows slow!~ when-poured' 

'to be very tasty, or yummy, as sweets, chutni, 

etc. (usually when consumed in little quantity); 

so temptingly sweet-spoken that one finds hard 

to resist or refuse (collocated with suy 'to 

lure')' 

'keep on slaughtering animals and consuming 

ravishly; frequenting dying of important old 

people' 

'the act or sound of children flouncing and 

brawling, ,especially with their mothers' 

e:t e:t 'keep on talking rubbish, nonsense slowly and 

unintelligibly' 

en en 'high-pitched loud noise, usually unbearable to 
·the ears' ' 

Et Et 'being pasty as wetted pot-clay, or flour: 
the sound made while walking on muddy surface; 

to keep on jabbering' 

'going without any purpose or uninvitedly' 



yot yot 'supple as a cane, lacking in firmness or 

yielding to pressure, as bed made of plastic 

ropes or cords' 

yak yak 'walk with long strides with the upper part of 

the body swaying back and forth (especially by 

thin and tall persons); become limp and usel~ss 

as limbs; lacking in firmness and consequently 

drooping or become shaky' 

yap yap 'walk clumsily with the legs spread wide, as 

when one has got boils in the thighs or buttock' 

yin yin 'slight shaking of shrubs, bushes, etc. caused 

especially by animals which are not in sight' 

yo yo 'soft, smooth talking in a winning voice (collo

cated with haQ 'speak')' 

yau yau 'many persons moving here and there noisily, 

boisterously' · 

yup yup 'become darker and darker very fastly, as with 

burning-out lamp, or after dusk' 

yam yam 'feel unwell as when one is about to get fever' 

yher yher 'flowing down abundantly and smoothly as 

water from a tape or pipe' 

yur yur 'go in batches at a time' 

wau wau 'to be rough and dry as when scurf is formed 

on the skin and coming off in small white or 
gray scale; produce a lot of saliva, as while 

feeling nausea, or chewing tobbacoed 'pan' 

(for the first time)' 

way way 'chew (as 'pan') satisfactorily displaying lots 

of mouth movement' 
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uuy wuy 'Walk waveringly (collocated with koz~t 'to go' 

wut uut ' go into one place after the other,.. as when 

one is 'on the run'' 

ceo ceo 'noisy state or noisy sound made by a large 

number of rats, birds, or children' 

ci ci 'shrieking noise of mice' 

cip cip 'go with difficulty but unheedingly, uften 

co co 

"-- breaking or crushing shrubs, or grass; to work 

hard and progressively' 

'look massive and hard but find light and 

yielding under pressure (breaking or squeezing) 

as beehives, etc.' 

cop cop 'pelting rain; to be soft in cutting plaintain, 

cucumber, water melon, etc. (producing the 

sound cop cop) 1 

cam cam 'to toddle; walk swayingly and unsteadily, as 

in darkriess or on rough, rugged, stony path' 

cia cia 'longing for somebody anxiously (collocated 

with hen 'long')' 

cet cet 'extremely hard to unscrew or twist; sound of 

gnashing teeth in anger; sound made in removing 

or unscrewing tightly fitted nails, screws, etc.' 

v v 'the a-ct sound of strumming guitar' creiJ creiJ or 

hek hek 'very hard to chew, as bones, or some nuts' 

hap hap 1 walk here and there carelessly (usually said 
of persons with distasteful behavior)' 

hiiJ hiQ 'jump or walk in a quick and light movement' 
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hot hot 'hard as star~hed clothes; noise made by silk 

or starched clothes when they are rubb~d, as in 

walking' 

heo heo 'noise made by phlegm-filled throat or lungs 

in breathing (usually said of athsma patients); 

frequenting loose motion, especially due to 

diarhhea; the state or hissing sound of boiling 

water heavily for a long time, especially in a 

small pot' 

han han 1 the state of ~yes filled with tears; bright 

sight seen by a person whose eyes are filled 

with tears; sunlight or extremely bright light 
usually unbearable to the eye' 

h~m h~m 'reddening of face due to shyness or anger' 

hen han 'getting plenty of air or feeling cool breeze 

blowing as uhen one is wearing short or thin 

clothes' 

hup hup 'work sweating or laborously not caring for any 

obstacle' 

hJt hJt 'feeling of touching rough skin, cloth, etc.' 

huk huk 'intense pain, especially.in the anus due to 

piles; swampy (collocated with nay 'trot')' 

kup kup 'noi~e made in chewing dried nuts, sugar, etc.; 

granulelike (not powdery)' 

kruk kruk 'clucking sound made by a hen, especially i~ 

calling its chicks; sound made by man in sig

nalling the fowls to come for food' 

keo keo 'the noise made in chewing crispy food, carrot, 

cucumber, etc.' 
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kau kau 'the way a spider or some other legged insects 

crawl(s); crawling like a spider (usually ~p~ 

ward o:r·- uphill)' 

ku ku 'become extremely tired-that an animal or a 

person cannot run away or try to run away any
more; harmless, well-tamed' 

koo koo 'look soft and fully filled or large in number 

but find very hard and much less in number or 

quantity' 

khak khak 'feeling of dust particle in the eye; hard 

to swallow due to dry throat; bony, or skele

tonlike' 

l~r lar 'a sudden spasmodic motion or jerking of a 

particular muscles; twitching of face due to 

anger' 

ld:r ld:r 'noise of any liquid boiling up in large 

bubbles 1 

leg leo 'go willingly with light movement (collocated 

with k~z~t 'to go')' 

m~p m~p 'itchy f~eling due to allergy (especially 

when in contact with maggots, flies, worms)'· 

mer mer 'rustling movement of a snake' 

mit mit 'steady r:alling of tears; flow in a slow and 

continuous manner, as river in plain areas; 

do something in an even flowing manner' 

m~t m~t 'eat noisily and hungrily, especially by babies' 

me:r me:r 'flimsy; the movement of an overfat and lazy 

person; the state of butter when it is about 

to melt' 
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mu mu 'easy to chew, break, or crush, as dry and 

solid things such as mollasses, chalk, etc.' 

mea mea 'ex~remely sharp as keen-edged knife or razor' 

mdk m~k 'easy to get stained or spotted, as with ink, 

powder, charcoal, etc. when touched' 

mun mun 'soft and easily breakable , as boiled areca 

nut, clayish rock, etc.' 

may may 'steadily consuming (as fire), progressing las 

work), worsening (as illness), spreading (as 

rumours), etc .• 

mEt mEt 'eat a lot, especially by healthy persons' 

maron mdron 'by degrees, series, or rotation' 

nap nap 'move with exagerated jerky motion, as little 

children flouncing about their mother's clothes' 

nam nam 'say or do something in a rush manner' 

nak nak 'smooth as well levelled plank, powder, etc.' 

nam nam 'go or do in a hurry manner as if time is 

running out' 

nop nap 'moist and sticky, as sweating body in humid 

and hot weather; dried things becoming moisten

ed and soft' 

nir nir 'sound of a large number of people singing in 

unison so loudly, especially making one feels 

some kind of emotional disturbances' 

nap nap 'nimbly, sticky, lucky; anything coming the 

way as one desired' 
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nap nap •touching someone or something in every turn 

or move, ~s while moving in a big crowd; found 

or scattered all over; many people working 

simultaneously in all direction' 

nay nay 'well nigh, tiptoe of expectation' 

~ur ~ur 'murmuring sound; tumult, confusion, din, or 

uproar' 

9~~ 9a~ 'consuming woods ve~y fastly as in a big fire; 

the noise made in such burning' 

~am ryam 'loud noise usually producing an echo, as mike 

or a person shouting inside a large building' 

ryot ~ot 'eat or suck noisily, especially by hungry and 

thirsty babies' 

pau pau 'tremble in fear or due to fever, etc.; sound 

made by half-filled water pot while carrying' 

pa~ P~9 'reciting or speaking very fastly without fal

tering; easy in breaking or cutting with one 

swift sfroke, said of thread, branches, meat' 

prop prop 'sound of effervescence' 

pum pum 'sound of mumbling, muttering; the act of talk

ing something confidentially' 

pu pu ' ill usa r·y sight of tiny shining objects flying 

especiaily when one is sick or very weak' 

pa: pa: 'act in a mad fashion, to be daft; so tasteless 

that on~:feels like chewing decayed wood, espe

cially caused by complete lost of appetite' 

pam pam 'flow with a rushing sound, as streams after a 

heavy rain' 
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pur pur 'to be in a fermenting or rattening state; pale 

faced or expressionless~ as when one is in a 

pensive mood'. 

pu pu 'touching sensation of cutaneous erruptions, 

as while rubbing skin with scabbies or prickly 

heat' 

phr~p phr~p 'flutter; birds' fluttering sound' 

phi phi 'leaking air or water with a hissing ~ound, as 

from a tube; flow in a very thin and trickling 

str_eams' 

pha pha 'say or do something inadvertently, carelessly 

or heedlessly' 

phut phut 'do something with special speed and urgency' 

phuk phuk 'the state of boiling water heavily; become 

very angry suddenly, especially said of 

hot tempered persons' 

ph~r ph~r 'difficulty in writing, or strumming guitar 

owing to"being out of practice for a long time' 

pha~ pha~ 'to t~ddle like a child' 

pho pho 'have a large handful of anything' 

phuk phuk 'hard to walk, as on quicksand' 

rok rok 'snoring· sound; talk shamelessly' 

ri ri 

ru ru 

'tremble in fear; blowing of wind gently; feel

ing numb or shaky due to weak health; sensation 

of reli~~ing pain, as while taking massage' 

'eat, speak or do something without pause as 

instructed or commanded' 
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ra ra 'the state of rice which is undercooked or cooked 

so well tha·t the grains do not get attached to 

one another' 

rom rom 1 eat fast and heartily with non-stop mouth 

movement' 

r~k r~k 'shaky, as chair, or table with loose screws 

or on unlevelled surface' 

r£ r£ 'noise mad-e by seeds inside dried shell when 

shakes' 

rut rut 'walk silently here and there, especially said 

of a person with suspicious look, or a t1mid 

person' 

re9 re9 'clattering or rattling sound' 

rim rim 'sensation of p2in, especially when stung by 

nettle, ants, etc.' 

ror ror 'do something one after another repeating the 

same act ion' 

run run 

rum rum 

ra9 r~Q 

sep sep 

suy suy 

sa sa 

'bore into anything until through, pierce through' 

'hard to chew; to be hard as nuts or dried fruits' 

1 call out loudly for a person who does not hear' 

'intermitent 1 ight rain accompanied by wind 

blowing moderately' 

'continuous shedding of tears, as in bereave-

ment' 

'flowing of rheum or saliva in large quantity or 

frequently' 
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sam sam 'raining lightly and continuously' 

say say 'engaged or experienced in a variety of works' 

si9 si9 'hard to shake or move, as firmly rooted posts, 

stones, etc.; reliable; go in a direct manner 

without stopping or looking about' 

sap sap 'itchy and pain feeling, as while scratching 

· scabbies' 

si si ' __ d r i'Z z 1 i n g • 

v. v 
so so 'raining non-stop moderately' 

sap sap 'talking or eating most of the time; hard as 

dried or seasoned woo~s' 

s~y s~y 'speak with anger in a revengeful manner with

out car~ng for stopping or interruption' 

iip iip 'chirping sound of a grey-colored cicada' 

iun iun 'raining heavily and cont1nuously; relieving 

of stomach pain gradually as gas is expelled; 

gradual falling of high temperature, as of 

fever' 

sop sop 'cast a spell over to charm, especially in 

conversation; weep bitterly' 

t~r t~r 'the state or noise of boiling water heavily' 

t.uk t.uk 'beating of hea:rt or pulse very fast, especial

ly due to over-anxiousn~ss, or worriness; to 

do something in a hurry manner as if time is 

running out' 

ta~ ta~ 'scream aloud but heard by no one' 
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tau tau 'do or say something carelessly, absent-minded

ly and quickly' 

-tot tot 'do anything in a hurry, hasty manner' 

tar tar 'sound made in ueaving cloth; act cowardly' 

tap tap 'plenty, scattered or found everyuhere' 

tham tham 'speak loudly; do something with full force 

without any hesitation arid pause' 

thut thut 'noise made in walking_stealthily and bare

foot, especially said _of thieves or ghosts in 
the night' 

thot that 'continuous moving of hands and legs while 

sleeping, usually disturbing the bedmate' 

thek thek 'rattling noise made in breaking small and 

dry branches or sticks' 

thup thup 'do something willingly and without any 

delay when commanded' 

vat vat 'the sound of boiling when the article is over

boiled; slippery and muddy, as foot-path after 

rain; frequenting loose motion, as due to 

diarrhea' 

va:t va:t 'do a work with implements in a steady and 

powerful manner; walk splashing in knee-deep 

water' 

zak z~k 'say or do reiteratively; do in a perfect man
ner that no complaint can be made; fragile, as 

glassuares, or chinauares' 

zep zep 'hard to go through, as on rough, rugged, stony 

path' 



(ii) Once reduplicatable expressives: 

6p 'being .weary, languish or done up; become strength

less and fall easily, as after a long fight; the 

act of falling without any strength' 

urn 'burning of.fire with huge flames' 

yit 'feeling giddy while walking or standing up sudden-
. I 

ly, especially due to weak health' 

ya~ 'feeling of intense loud sound, usually unbearable 

to the ears;; 

yap 'yielding td pressure, as old bamboo wall, or 

small bridge made of cane or ropes' 

yut 'sudden feeling of giddiness or unconsciousness; 

beco~e weak~r very fast, as sick and dying (old) 
people; object or person moving in darkness giving 

the viewer in indistinct sight' 

yak 'flexible or elastic, as rubber or the body of a 

gymnast' 

y~p 'indistinct ~ight of short spanned appearance or 

disappearance of objects, persons, etc.' 

yot 'spongy, shaky, or yielding to pressure, as a 

sofa, loosely rooted posts, etc.' 

wur 'spinning very fast; feeling dizzy or nausea' 

wok 'feeling dumbfounded, especially after finding 

something lost or missing' 

wu~ 'feeling giddy or nausea, especially after a long 
· sleep, or bus- ride' 
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wak 'take or cross with a long stride' 

·cl9 'scramble or scatter suddenly , as~ large num

ber of peopl~ running away or fleeing' 

c~k 'sound of rain or water drop falling; the act of 

jumping of a flea' 

cip 'the noise made in crushing dry leaves, grass, etc.' 

cup 'noise made by crisp thing when it ig che~ed or 

squeezed' 

cun 'heavy objects like logs falling or moving down, 

~sually routing earth' 

com 'eating heartily and finishing very fast' 

cir 'work laborously with much difficulty' 

gut 'the act or sound of gulping a mouthf~l of water' 

hek 'hard to che~, break or move; feeling of hardness 

in chewing, as bones, etc.' 

hau ' the act or sound of laughing o~t loudly and 
suddenly; do something hastily and superficially' 

hik 'feeling of sudden accute pain; smell some strong 

odor usually difficult to inhale or obstructing 

breathing, as the smell of burning chilli' 

hur 'smelling good, as perfumes, etc.' 

hut 'persons or objects movirig very fast nearly 

hitting someone or something' 

hi 'giggle; giggling sound' 

ha 'the act or sound of laughing, usually in lower 

pitch' 
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h.e9 •acting in a hasty manner ~ithout thinking, espe

cially when commanded; turn a deaf ear to advive 

or teaching' 

hok 'vomitting sound; knock off or press off the 
skin or husk of fruit, grain, etc. easily' 

k~~ 'closing door with a loud thud; shooting sound; 

thumbing sound made in pounding rice; ringing 

~ound of ~ large bell or a resonant metallic 
object• 

.ket 'creaky or. grating noise of door with rusty -- .. 

h i.nges • 

kru~- 'thundering sound; close a door quickly with a 
loud thud'· 

~rok 'noise m~de by gas moving in the intestines; 

noise made in chewing bones, hard nuts, etc.' 

ku9 'rushing or knocking sound; to fall on the ground 

usually producing a hitting sound' 

kr~k 'noise made by hard-soled shoes while stepping 

on hard surf ece' 

khok 'noise made in chopping big and hollow trees' 

khl? 'noise of laughing out loudly and suddenly, espe

cially ~hen one is suppo~ed not to' 

.. 

lak 'say or do something abruptly; going away abrupt-

ly, usually without looking back' 

l~k 'do, say, give, or take something abruptly 
without thinking' 

l~t 'jar with a swift and hard blow' 
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mat 'painful sensation, as when poked by thorns, or 

bitten by bugs, etc~; feeling extremely hot, a~ 

in the sun or when in touch with fire; burning 

sensation, as chilli on the tongue or in the 

stomach' 

nen 'feel very cold when touched or contacted, as 

water, air, or human body; very cold in manner 

or approach' 

nip 'soft as f.ur clothes,- etc.' 

n~u 'find elastic and soft uhen touched or handled' 

nay 'slippery, as messed stone, fish, or muddy path' 

nut 'hard to cut or·drag on; very slow in action or 

movement,. as while resisting someone's order or 

request to do something' 

nee 'feeling of sandy particle in the food while 

chewing' 

non 'slippery and soft sensation when touched, as 

fish, snake, etc.' 

9e 'an expression imitative of someone's talking, 

especially used in jesting or scolding' 

ryut 'hit or beat mercilessly with full force or hard 

blow, as while taming wild buffaloes, or punish

ing someone' 

pum 'the sound or act of heavy solid objects or 

human body falling into uater and sinking' 

pi9 'to be very red to give pleasant or unpleasant 

sight or emotional feeling' 
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prek 'blowing sound of hollow reeds or bamboo b~rning 

in fire; ~lowing sound of smaller fire-cracker' 

pit 'shining of metallic objects, well polished shoes, 

bald head, etc.' 

pet 'b~come fl~ttened easily when pressed, as soft, 

pasty, or overriped, overcooked fruits, food; 

the noise made in pressirig or crushing such soft 

things~-

pop 'sound made in hitting hard on the boey with fist, 

stick, etc~; the sound produced by soft and heavy 

thing~ such as fruits, falling and hitting on the 

ground' 

pak 'hard to catch hold of, as very slippery objects; 

staring abruptly; brittle' 

•'" 

pea 'noise made by cats, ~ats, or human being letting 

the utensil, cans, containers falling or clashing 

one another, especially while seaeching for eata

bles, at c. 1 

p~l) 'cut or break easily with one stroke' 

po 'the sound made in hitting a ball with a bamboo 

stick' 

put 'take hold of lightly and let go; hard to catch, 

as wild creatures' 

p~t 'to be neat, trim: tidy, spruce, slippery, or 

polished' 

phik 'flare, flash, shining of flash-light or water, 

glass, mirror, etc. glistening in the sun; to 

shine once and then gone' 
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phi:k 'feeling quite fresh, as after a sho~er or 

ph au 

when rec~~ered from illness, etc.; witty, physi

cally and mentally q~ick and resourceful' 

'flowing out of water in large quantity, as from 

a big pipe; noise made by a strong water wave' 

ph£t 'sound produced in whipping with lash or rod; 

interrupted r.ain accompanied by strong winds' 

phuk 

phak 

'become very angry suddenly; noise made when 

a heavy object is thrown into the sands'. 

'grow up very fast, as plants, or boys and girls 

at the stage of adolescence' 

phu 'garrulous; falling or spilling in all direction, 

as while pounding rice too hard' 

phap 'falling cowardly, or without any strength; 

noise made by a dao or spear in slashing or 

cutting some soft object; become very weak or 

strengthless suddenly' 

phot 'noise made in cutting weeds, or soft soil with 

full of roots' 

rik 'to be very black, to be black enough to give 

pleasant or unpleasant sight' 

rik 'beating of ears by animals; feeling of extreme 

fear or hair-raising; sensation of lice, insects, 

etc. crawling on the body' 

rot 1 sound of cracking fingers, etc.; scold or rebu-

buke so badly that the one being scolded or 

rebuked become speechless; throw swiftly and let 

fall the opponent usually causing injury, as in 

wrest 1 ing' 
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rup 1 feeling of humid ~arm ~ind blowing' 

rep 'paining sensation caused by nettling, burn, or 

whipping with a rod; yieiding to pressure, as 

old basket made of bamboo which is easy to break; 

noise made in pressing or pushing bamboo wall, 

or other object made of reeds, cane, etc.' 

rin 'uneasy feeling, as ~hile taking injection, 

walking barefoot on thorny surface, or at the 

sight of dread-looking insects, reptiles, or 

while descending suedenly when on board a flight' 

reo 'noise made by thatch or rustles while carrying; 

noise made in breaking dry leaves or branches; 

sound made by glasses or utensil when they are 

rubbes together' 

ruy 'starchy and soft,,cas cooked yam, etc.' 

rip 'doing anything in harmony, or singing in good 

tune and time; symphony' 

rap 'yielding on pressure, as plastic bottle; noise 

made in squeezing, folding, or pressing bottle 

made of plastic, paper, etc.' 

ri~ 'feeling of utter dislike for hearing dreadful 

story, news, etc.' 

ret 'noise made by shaky bed, chair, etc.' 

ro:t 

v 
sao 

'squeeze or wrench some parts of the body causing 

great pain; noise made in crushing out the sap 

or juice of fruits, etc. I 

' noise made by co ins, pebbles, etc. in a contain-
er when shaked or when they are poured out of the 

container; clinking sound of metallic ornaments' 
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S"i 1-v€-ry SlJ:U-'1' i-n taste; ~ngry looking' 

si 'to be IJhite enough to give pleasant. sight' - .. 

ser 1 noise made in scraping something uith fingers or 

a hoe' 

sat 1 intense burning sensation, as extremely hot chilli 

on the tongue' 

~~t 'expelling a lot of gas in farting mak~ng a very 

lou or inaudible noise; Expression used in threat

·ening pretentiously, especially to children' 

tut 'being overcrouded, as in a bus, house, etc.' 

tek 'ti~king sound of uatch or time-piece' 

tap 1 become very soft and uet due to rot t ening; uo rk 

or cat~h hold of something uith one's full force 

or pouer:; upbraid, seal d., or .slap, punch, etc. 

harshly or _u.ith full force' 

t~k 'difficult ~o ualk, or do something due to hin

drances or disturbance' 

'sound produced in beating a large drum; sound 

produced in ualking or running on uooden floor' 

tre~ 'loud sound produced in discharging thunderbolt' 

tit 

~noise made in tearing clothes, paper, Btc.; 
-br .eak something bV biting or cutting forcefully' 

1 ~0 be very tight like a gunny bag due to over

stuffing; put, fill, stick, press, or hold 

tightly' 

ti~ 'jingling or clinking sound; intense momentary 

pain' 
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te~ 'sound of beating empty tin, metallic plates or 

sheets' 

tot 'do something· in a slovenly dirty manner' 

tor 'soft as cooked green vegetables; setback, 

teo 

ti 

t i: 

thu9 

to upset a work done, to relapse, as a wound' 

'popping sound made in roasting, frying, etc.' 

'throbbing-feeling, as when a bofl has formed' 

'blowing sound of motor vehicles' hornsr _ 

'squeaking sound of rats' 

'noise of heavy fist fighting; produce a lot of 

dust, as while shocking dusty cloth or when 

children are playing on dusty surface; stand Gp 

abruptly and walk away, especially wheri one is 

angered; do anything heedlessly and laborously' 

thet 'passed kissing or touched swiftly and lightly 

missing the target, as in firing or throwing 

stones, etc.; noise made by insects' wings 

hitting something while flying' 

thea 'noise made by a person or an animal while going 

stealthily on ~ surface covered with dry leaves 

or grass' 

zim 'being green enough to giv& pleasant sight' 

zak isound made by glasswares when hot water is 

poured. in them' 

zap 'fitting, giving, doing, or saying something 

exactly as expected, desired or required; 

"nothing more nothing less"' 
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(iii) Non-reduplicated expr~ssives: 

lkri:l: 'cock's cro~ing sound' 

a? 'sudden and very brief crying sound ~hen one 

aya? 

v 
apayc 

a: 

is in pain' c 

'(same as a?); expression of pretentious sur

prise, especially while jesting or cracking 

jokes or insulting each other for fun' 

'expression of mcrcking in a jesting manner, 

disbelieve, declining, or saying "No"' 

'expression of inspiring pitty for some minor 

mistakes or wrong-doing' 

'expression of believing ~hat is said is 

absolutely true or believable' 

ayauvE? 'espression of anger when 8omeone much infe

rior in age, strength, or status disobey or 

start creating troubles, usually uttered with 

the intention of surely beating or teaching a 

less ion' 

ahaha? 'expression of disgust or repel when someone 

keeps oh talking talking/doing impossible things 

or acting clumsily' 

ayyo: 

a:m 

'expression of self-pity, regret, or ~onde~ment' 

'expression of luring a baby to eat« 

'sighing with disgust, regret, or anger' 

'expression of instant self-contempt for doing 

something ~rong, or for making some minor 

mistakes' 
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~~huy 'expression of sighing' 

~Jhuyro: 'expression--of' bereaving or lamenting' 

ay 'expression of disgust for something offensive 

to sight, such as stool, worms, rotten things, 

skin disease, etc.' 

as •expression of sighing helplessly, especially 

when children are doing some nasty things, or 

repelling someone after getting fed up of their 

continuous begging or committing mistakes' 

iQ 'shrilly noise ~ade by pigs or piglings' 

oE? 'belching or vomitting sound; expression of 

utter dislike; swines' crying sound' 

oy 'expression of mocking at children for their 

nasty behavior' 

.-
urn 'expression for total agreement or praise, or 

wurrr 

wok 

ye 

saying "Yesn, i"That' s it", etc.• 

'spin, rotate, or coil up at high speed; noise 

of strong or stormy winds; feeling of intense 

giddiness or headache' 

'sudden emotional disturbance, especially after 

finding some~hing or someone missing' 

'buzzing sound of mosquitoes, bees, etc.' 

yut 'knock straight into anything, usually no 

cant rol or obstacle in the way' 

yal) the act or s"ound of hitting on the head in a 

typical manner with clenched fingers, or the 

feeling of p.a in when hit in such a manner' 
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ce9 kok 'chirping sound of a kind of colorful-winged 

cicada' 

cam 'uneasy-feeling in finding someone missing or 

gone' 

camri 'to be bright as clear moonlit sky or uell-lit 

room; looking bright and happy' 

c~o: 'yelling sound, especially uhile hunting 

encouraging fellow hunters and dogs' 

f iu: 

feyth 

hurou 

h~mb£: 

ha'? 

'uhistling sound' 

'expression of discarding or a generalized 

form of abuse, especially uith anger; "What 

the hell'" 

'squeaking sound of a kind of black colored 

monkeys' 

'crying sound of a cou or a calf' 

'expression of jesting, as uhen one appears 

suddenly looking very smart with new clothes, 

or when a woman, wearing thin and transparent 

clothes, stands at the door that her inner 

physical shape is visible' 

hun 'say or do something a little and left 

unfinished' 

ku: 

k rul) 

'croaking sound of frogs' 

'expression used in playing hide-and-seek 

signalling "Go"' 

'noise made by any heavy and big thing falling 

and hitting on the ground' 
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kyau 'crying sound of chicks or young fo~ls, as 

~hen caught· or in search of their 'mother' • 

khl? 'noise made in, or the act of, blowJng m~cus

filled nose loudly' 

khumh~ 'swollen like balloon, as ~hen stung by bees 

on the face• 

khr~k • noise made in t·aking a difficult breathe, 

especially by a very sick or dying person' ., 
net 'the act of, or the sound made in, kicking fast 

and lightly on the buttocks' 

Da? 'buffaloes' crying sound, especially ~hen they 

are about to fight' 

!Ja: 1 babies 1 crying sound' 

~ra:r 'roaring sound of a tiger or a lion' 

9au • imitative sound of some mythical tigers; 

expression used in ~arning children to stay 

a~ay from or no~ to play with cats, or dogs 

lest they ~auld be bitten' 

·98th 'throw s~iftly and let one fall with a thud, 

as in wrestling• 

9wu: 1 dogs' crying SOUnO 1.1hen they are SCared Or 

hesitant to attack an animal, as in hunting' 

,...., 
pi: 'high-piiched farting sound' 

pret • mid-pitched farting sound' 

prot 'low-pitched farting sound' 

phek 'the act .. of, or the noise made in slapping• 
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phu? 'the act or sound of blo~ing wind with th,e mouth' 

phi:: 'hissing noise made by ~ater or air leaking 

though a tube, ball, etc.' 

phap 'stumble and suddenly sit in a puddle; the sound 

made in doing so' 

rumpri rum 

wind 

'sound or playing of a kind a oval-shaped 
. . 

instrum~nt made of clay' \This 1s also the 

name of-the instrument). 

rom 'sitting up fro_m· lying position or standing up 

from sitting position abruptly' 

s~ys 

sw£'1 

sut 

sut 

'expression of disbelief or disagreement, usually 
' 

uttered in a mocking manner' 

'expression of utter dislike for foul smell, 

dirty jokes,- etc.• 

'expression used in asking for silence, etc.' 

'expression or the act of chasing away dogs, etc.' 

sus 'expression or the ac~ of chasing away domestic 

fowls' 

ti~ 'very dark (as in the night without any light); 

very ~imid, foolish or innocen~; uncivilized 

(collocated with te~m~~ 'dark')' 

tatraha 'to be dim, seen indistinctly or wi~hout 

clear outlines as in a'moonlsss' starry night' 

trarik 'to be bright as a beam of light seen through 

holes on the roof or ualls' 

t~ray 'do any~hing at the top of one's strength' 
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' 
threk 'noise made in clearing phlegm-filled throat' 

t ho~k 'noise of spitting out phlegm. (aft er·-cough in g)' 

Pthuy 'noise made in spitting forcefully; expression 

of utter hate and/or cursing (usually made with 

the gesture of spitting)' 

thek 'h~ld onto lightly and let off' 

viu: 'sound maae by a thin cane, or stick when it is 

waved or thrown in the air with high sp~sd' 

vet 'wear nice dresses flambouyantly so that the 

wearer looks like a different person' 

(iv) Partially reduplicated expressives: 

ho?o:ho ho?a:ho 'expr~ssion used in quieting babies 

from crying or putting them to sleep -- "lullaby"' 
~ ! 

h~y?o:h~y? h~y?a:hay? 'a repetitive singsong expression 
-· 

used when many people are working together merri-

ly and laborously in a rhythmic movement' (It is 

also used in traditional folk dancing) • . , 

h~y h~y? 'a typical N~ga yelling sound signalling the 

beginning or end of performing traditional folk 
song and dance'-: 

. . I 

huyray huyra 'groan OT moan in pain with continuous 

restless moveme~t' 

ya~ yay 'to waddle'· 

ya ya? 'an interjectiv~ utterance used to express fear, 

disgust, etc.' 
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sum rum 'gro~ing thickly, as plants' 

~E~E QErE 'talk jabberingly, especially by-children' 

ami ama 'become useless, unclear, or forgotten after 

~ long time (usually said of very important 

things or persons)' 

(v) Compound expressives: 

ya9-yi9 'the state of having a relieving sigh; emotion

ally fragile, touchy, or moving; some kinds of 
.. 

colorful orchids' 

yinyin-yaya 'indistinct sight, dim, purblind' 

yup-yap-s~p 'da~k enough that one cannot see something 

distinctly; the time spanning about one hour 

just aft~r sunset' 

nuk-n~k-sak 'being engaged in other thing (mentally 

and/or physically) and be slow to start moving 

or doing_something, especially when someone is 

anxiously waiting for' 

pit-p~t-s~t 'the state of shiny muddy water flowing 

with whirling motion, as after a heavy rain' 

phik-rik-phi:k 'appearance of persons, ghosts, or 
obj ecfs ~ndist inct ingl y for a ver,y short 

moment and then vanishing, usually causing 

fear to the viewer' 

phutphut-namnam -,do anything quickly without pause or 

questioning, as in emergency' 
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thu~-yaD 'of, or relating to a short-spanned strong 

blast (of wind) causin~ the air cloudy ~ith 
dust' 

zizi-parpar 'having a special ~ark needing close 

attention and anxiety for its completion, 

especially during tilling and transplanta

tion season' 

z1z1-yauyau 'make disturbances in any meeting or at 

~ny place where others are busily engaged 

in discussion or some works' 
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